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GENERAL INFORMATION
All S&S racing carburetors are single throat, butterfly
type carbs with adjustable idle mixture and idle speed
screws and changeable intermediate and high speed
jets.  Super B carbs measure 17⁄8" (47.6mm) at the throat
(manifold inlet) and 19⁄16" (39.6mm) at the venturi.
Super D carbs are 21⁄4" (57.2mm ) at the throat and are
available with venturi sizes of 1.937" (49.3mm) and
2.150" (54.6mm).

Specific additional features characteristic of each type of
carburetor are listed in the description of that
carburetor.  

S&S® RACING CARBURETORS

DISCLAIMER
S&S racing carburetors are intended for the very
experienced rider to be used in off road racing
applications only.  The installation of these carburetors
may violate certain federal, state, and local laws, rules
and ordinances as well as other laws when used on
motor vehicles operated on public highways, especially
in states where pollution laws may apply.  Always check
federal, state, and local laws before modifying your
motorcycle.  It is the sole and exclusive responsibility of
the user to determine the suitability of the product for
his or her use, and the user shall assume all legal,
personal injury risk and liability and all other
obligations, duties and risks associated therewith.

S&S has long been known for high performance
carburetors for Harley-Davidson® motorcycles.  All S&S
carburetors can be used in racing applications, however
in this racing parts section we list only the more
specialized racing carbs.  For other carburetors please
refer to the Fuel System Section 3 of this catalog. 

Pictured:  Bonneville racing has always been
an important part of the S&S testing program.

WARNING: All S&S carburetors are designed to be
used with a two cable throttle system.

Single, braided wire cable throttle mechanisms can not
mechanically close throttle.  If throttle inadvertently
sticks in open position, loss of control of motorcycle
and personal injury to you or others may result.  

NOTES:

■■ Some S&S special application fuel carburetors
have enlarged internal passageways to
accommodate the additional volume of fuel
required for alcohol or nitromethane operation.
Compared to gasoline, approximately 21⁄2 times
the volume of alcohol, and approximately 10
times the volume of nitromethane is required.
For this reason there is a machining difference
between gasoline and fuel carburetors.  This
means that it is not practical to modify gasoline
carbs to use nitromethane, and fuel carbs are
not suited for gasoline applications.  Super D
gasoline carburetors can be modified to use
alcohol only with the Super D alcohol
conversion kit.  However, if the final goal is to
use alcohol, it is recommended that an alcohol
carburetor be purchased to begin with.  

■■ All S&S carburetors require the use of a two
cable, pull open - pull closed throttle assembly.
Any chassis including 1980 and earlier stock H-D®

models equipped with a single cable throttle
mechanism requires conversion to a two cable,
pull open - pull closed type.  Refer to the
Carburetors and Fuel system section of the S&S
catalog for throttle cables and throttle
conversion kits.
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Pictured:  Super D Gas Carb Only                   11-0112

SUPER D 21⁄4" ALCOHOL CARBURETOR
Similar to the Super D gas carburetor but machined for alcohol use only.
Features an enrichment starting system. Kit includes S&S Super D 21⁄4"
alcohol carburetor, air horn, 1" spacer block, manifold support bracket,
extra jets, and instructions. 

SUPER D 21⁄4" GAS CARBURETOR
The S&S Super D gas carburetor has a 21⁄4" throat and is now available
with the standard 1.937" venturi or with a larger 2.150" venturi.  Both
carbs feature an enrichment starting system.  Recommended for use on
large displacement racing engines.  Not recommended for most street
applications. Low rpm throttling and midrange response will be poor on
stock displacement engines. 

S&S 21⁄4" Super D carb kit includes an S&S Super D gas carburetor, air horn,
1" spacer block, manifold support bracket, fuel line and clamps, and an
assortment of intermediate and main jets to cover most jetting situations.
Manifolds must be ordered separately.  An S&S Teardrop air cleaner is
available for those Super D applications that require an air cleaner.  Refer
to the air cleaners in Section 3 of this catalog. If Super D carbs are used on
1991-later Sportster®, 1992-later Evolution® big twin, or Twin Cam 88®

engines, head breather hardware must be fabricated.

S&S® CARBURETORS FOR NATURALLY ASPIRATED ENGINES

S&S carburetors for naturally aspirated racing engines are similar in construction and use many of the same parts and features
found in S&S gasoline carburetors for production motorcycles.  S&S carburetors for naturally aspirated engines are designed
for applications where a gravity feed fuel delivery system is to be used.  The use of a fuel pump is not recommended as the
fuel inlet needle and seat assemblies in these carbs are not capable of handling additional fuel pressure.

Pictured:  Super D Gas Carb Kit           11-0110

1966-UP BIG TWIN AND 1957-UP SPORTSTER ENGINES
(Order manifold separately.) 

Super D Gas Carb Kit - 1.937" Venturi ..............................................11-0110

Super D Gas Carb Only - 1.937" Venturi ............................................11-0112

Super D Gas Carb Only - 2.150" Venturi ............................................11-0128

11-0126

NOTE:
Super D gas carburetor can be converted
to run alcohol by using S&S conversion
kit 11-2175.N
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1966-UP BIG TWIN AND 1957-UP SPORTSTER ENGINES
(Order manifold separately.)

Super D Alcohol Carb Kit ..................................................11-0119

Super D Alcohol Carb Only ...............................................11-0126
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Carburetors

SUPER D 21⁄4" ALCOHOL CONVERSION KIT 
Super D 21⁄4" Alcohol Conversion Kit converts Super D gasoline carburetor for use with
alcohol - kit includes one each; Super D alcohol bowl, float, float retaining pin, bowl
plug, alcohol main discharge tube, fuel needle and seat assembly, a full set of main and
intermediate jets, and installation instructions. 

11-2175

S&S SUPER D AIR CLEANER KIT
.............................................................17-0200

Adjustable Support Bracket
.............................................................16-0471

The S&S Super D carb was originally designed as a "drag race
only" carburetor.  However in recent years it has been more and
more common to see Super D's used on very large displacement
street engines.  In many cases the modern street engines are
larger than the race engines the Super D was originally designed
for.  The carbureted S&S 145" engine is a good example.  To make
these engines practical for street riding, an air cleaner is needed
that will keep air born contaminants out of the engine but still
allow the engine to perform.  S&S has had an air cleaner available
for Super D carbs for many years, but as the engines get bigger
we recognized the need for a better air cleaner.  The result is a
new air cleaner kit based on the S&S taller high flow filter
element.  This filter element is approximately 1.25" taller than the
filter in the previous S&S Super D air cleaner kit.  Increased filter
area combined with the premium filter media add up to
significantly more clean air available to your engine.

NEW AIR CLEANER FOR SUPER D CARB KIT

The new Super D air cleaner kit consists of a billet backing plate,
three steel stand offs, an S&S slotted Teardrop Desperado air
cleaner cover, an S&S high flow air filter, and all required
fasteners.  It should be noted, however, that no carburetor
support brackets are included with the kit.  Since this air cleaner
kit is primarily intended for highly customized performance street
bikes, the job of fabricating support brackets is left to the builder.
With this in mind the billet backplate does not come with any
predrilled mounting holes.  This allows the builder the flexibility
to drill mounting holes in any location required to suit the type of
mounting hardware used on a particular bike.

CONTINUED...
S&S® Carburetors for Naturally Aspirated Engines

SUPER D 21⁄4" ALCOHOL CONVERSION KIT 

...........................................................................11-2175

NOTES:

■■ Once a Super D gasoline carburetor has been converted for use with alcohol,
it may not be used with gasoline afterward.

■■ For alcohol conversion kit replacement parts, see line drawing for Super D
alcohol carb.N
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The high flow S&S Super D air cleaner is
recommended for any Super D equipped
engine where air filtration is required.
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1. Carb body assembly

21⁄4" Super D gas..............................................................11-2181

21⁄4" Super D alcohol........................................................11-2172

2. Throttle shaft - includes throttle plate screws................11-2184

3. Throttle plate screw (10 Pack) ........................................50-0064

4. Throttle shaft bushing - for repair only ......................... 11-2134

5. Throttle plate all - 21⁄4" D carbs........................................11-2150

6. Throttle return spring   (5 Pack) .................................... 11-3500

7. Throttle arm assembly
21⁄4" Super D gas/alcohol ................................................ 11-2148

8. Idle mixture screw (5 Pack) ............................................11-2378

9. Idle mixture screw spring (10 Pack)...............................11-2060

10. Manifold o-ring (10 Pack) ...............................................50-1042

11. Insulator block 21⁄4" x 1⁄4" includes o-ring .........................16-0499

12. Enrichment device ..........................................................11-2084

13. Bowl vent plug (10 Pack) ................................................50-0151

14. Main discharge tube

21⁄4" Super D alcohol........................................................11-2178

21⁄4" Super D gasoline......................................................11-2185

15. Main jet/main discharge air bleed 
State size - see jets in fuel system section

16. Intermediate jet- State size - See jets in race section.

17. Bowl gasket - 21⁄4" Super D gas/alcohol  (5 Pack) ..........11-2153

18. Float
All carbs with forked mechanism.......................................... N/A

All carbs with wire mechanism ......................................11-2187

19. Float retaining pin 21⁄4" Super D gas/alcohol .....................11-2069

20. Bowl screw 10-24 x 3⁄4" (10 Pack)....................................50-0063

21. Carb bowl assembly

21⁄4" Super D gas - forked mechanism ......................................N/A
(Must use bowl, float, and needle w/wire type mechanism.)

21⁄4" Super D gas - wire mechanism ...............................11-2188

21⁄4" Super D alcohol - forked mechanism................................. N/A
(Must use bowl, float, and needle w/wire type mechanism.)

21⁄4" Super D alcohol - wire mechanism .........................11-2177

22. Bowl plug (5 Pack) ..........................................................11-2092

23. Needle - 21⁄4" Super D gas 

Forked mechanism .........................................................11-2095

Wire mechanism.............................................................11-2197

24. Seat - 21⁄4" Super D gas

Forked mechanism .160" I.D. .........................................11-2065

Wire mechanism .238" I.D..............................................11-2165

25. Needle & seat assembly fuel/alcohol

Carbs with forked float mechanism ...................................... N/A

Carbs with wire float mechanism  .................................11-2130

Not Shown:

26. 1" Spacer block, Super D................................................16-0157

27. Air horn 41⁄4" long ............................................................17-0141

28. Air cleaner, Super D ........................................................17-0198

29. Fuel line 1⁄4" ID w/90° bend,19"........................................19-0475

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
FOR S&S® SUPER D GAS AND ALCOHOL CARBURETORS

NOTE: 
Parts followed by an N/A  are no longer available.

Those followed by an N/S are not shown.
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Carburetors
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2 S&S® SUPER D GAS CARBURETOR

Years Produced - 1983-up

Size Produced - 21⁄4" Throat

Identification Markings:

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".

■■ "D" and "181" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Distinguishing Characteristics:

■■ Enrichment starting system.

■■ Donut shaped float.

■■ .235" I.D. fuel inlet. 

■■ Bowl vented out air cleaner end of carb. 

■■ Designed for two throttle cables - air cleaner/air horn
mounting pattern different from stock.

S&S® SUPER D ALCOHOL CARBURETOR

Years Produced - 1983-up

Size Produced - 21⁄4" Throat

Identification Markings:

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".

■■ "D" and "181" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Distinguishing Characteristics:

■■ Enrichment starting system.

■■ Donut shaped float.

■■ .380" I.D. fuel inlet. 

■■ Bowl vented out end of carb in two places.

■■ Designed for two throttle cables - air cleaner/air horn
mounting pattern different from stock.
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Nitro

Gas and Alcohol

S&S® SUPER B AND D FUEL CARBURETORS 

Pictured:  Super D 21⁄4" Fuel Carb Kit         11-0121

SUPER B AND D FUEL CARBURETORS 

Super B 17⁄8" Fuel Carb Kit ..................................11-0117

Super D 21⁄4" Fuel Carb Kit..................................11-0121

These special carburetors are designed for use with alcohol and
nitromethane in gravity feed fuel systems only. Two large, .380" diameter
inlets allow fuel to enter the bowl. One conventional inlet, controlled by the
float and needle, supplies fuel for lower rpm operation. The auxiliary inlet
is actuated by an adjustable cam on the throttle shaft to provide additional
fuel at high rpm. Bowl is fitted with an overflow fitting to prevent excess
fuel entering the bowl from flooding the engine.  Super B fuel carb is
recommended for engines up to 115 cid. Super D fuel carb is recommended
for engines greater than 115 cid. Kits include S&S Super fuel carburetor,
complete sets of intermediate jets, main jets, and main air bleeds.

Pictured:  Super B 17⁄8" Fuel Carb Kit           11-0117

For more information...

Refer to "Manifold Section"
for manifold and other
accessories.

11-0117

The picture on the top shows
the type of intermediate
discharge pattern used in all
S&S gasoline and alcohol
carburetors.  The individual
holes are slightly larger for
alcohol, but the arrangement
is identical.  The picture on
the bottom shows the "nitro"
intermediate pattern used in
S&S fuel carburetors.
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Carburetors

Pictured: S&S Turbo carbs feature
radiused air inlets which provide
a smooth path for air entering
the carburetor. 11-0125

S&S® CARBURETORS FOR TURBOCHARGED ENGINES

S&S turbo gasoline and turbo alcohol carburetors are designed for use on large displacement turbocharged V-Twin and
foreign motorcycle engines.  S&S turbo carbs are designed to eliminate fuel delivery problems which can occur when
operating on boost at high rpm.  These carburetors have many features similar to those of the S&S fuel carbs, but are designed
for use with a pressurized fuel system and fuel pump rather than a gravity feed fuel delivery.  The carburetor bowls on S&S
turbo carbs use smaller, .155" diameter fuel inlet needles and seats capable of handling up to 4 lb. per sq. in. of fuel pressure.
The auxiliary fuel inlet on S&S turbo carbs is the same as the one used in regular S&S fuel carbs and is controlled by an
adjustable cam on the throttle shaft.  Auxiliary fuel inlet provides additional fuel flow when throttle is opened.  Turbo carb
bowls are also fitted with a fuel overflow fitting to prevent excess fuel entering the bowl from flooding the engine during
operation.  Excess fuel is normally routed back to the fuel tank or an overflow reservoir.  S&S Super B 17⁄8" and Super D 21⁄4"
turbo carburetors are available for gasoline or alcohol.

SUPER TURBO ALCOHOL CARBURETORS 
are designed for turbo alcohol use only. Main discharge tube and intermediate
discharge pattern holes are larger alcohol style. Kit includes S&S Super turbo alcohol
carburetor, radiused air inlet, complete sets of intermediate jets, main jets, and main
air bleeds. Manifold and mounting hardware are not included and must be
purchased separately if required.

SUPER TURBO GASOLINE CARBURETORS
are designed for turbo gasoline operation only. Main discharge tube and
intermediate discharge pattern holes are the smaller gasoline style. Kit includes
S&S Super turbo gasoline carburetor, radiused air inlet, complete sets of
intermediate jets, main jets, and main air bleeds. Manifold and mounting
hardware are not included and must be purchased separately if required.

Pictured:  Super B Turbo Alcohol Carb Kit            11-0122

SUPER TURBO GASOLINE CARBURETORS

Super B 17⁄8" Turbo Gasoline Carb Kit ......................11-0124

Super D 21⁄4" Turbo Gasoline Carb Kit......................11-0125

SUPER TURBO ALCOHOL CARBURETORS 

Super B 17⁄8" Turbo Alcohol Carb Kit ......................11-0122

Super D 21⁄4" Turbo Alcohol Carb Kit......................11-0123

11-0125

11-0122

NOTES:

■■ More precise control of the auxiliary fuel inlet can be achieved with a pressure switch and solenoid valve to supply
additional fuel at a predetermined boost level.  

■■ The turbocharger must be placed between the engine and the S&S turbo carburetor where the air is pulled through
the carb instead of pushed.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS 
FOR S&S® SUPER B AND D FUEL OR TURBO CARBURETORS

1. Carb body
17/8" Super B fuel...................................................................11-2017
17/8" Super B turbo gasoline .................................................11-2096
17/8" Super B turbo alcohol ...................................................11-2019
21⁄4" Super D fuel...................................................................11-2281
21⁄4" Super D turbo gasoline .................................................11-2097
21⁄4" Super D turbo alcohol ...................................................11-2098

2. Throttle shaft – includes throttle plate screw.......................11-2184

3. Throttle plate screw (10 Pack) .............................................50-0064

4. Throttle shaft bushing (For repair only)..............................11-2134

5. Throttle plate
All 17/8" Super B ...................................................................11-2155
All 17/8" Super D................................................................11-2150

6. Throttle return spring, all fuel, turbo...................................11-2133

7. Throttle arm assembly – 2 cable
All fuel and turbo carbs .......................................................11-2140

8. Idle mixture screw (5 Pack) .................................................11-2378

9. Idle mixture screw spring (10 Pack) ...................................11-2060

10. Manifold o-ring
All 17⁄8" Super B (10 Pack) ....................................................50-8101
All 21⁄4" Super D (10 Pack) ....................................................50-1042

11. Bowl vent plug (10 Pack).....................................................50-0151

12. Main jet/discharge tube
All Super fuel and Super alcohol turbo carbs
State size - See jets on page 11-12 of this section.

13. Main discharge tube
21⁄4" Super D alcohol.............................................................11-2178
Super B & D Gas Turbo.......................................................11-2186

14. Main jet/main discharge air bleed
State size - See jets on page 11-12 of this section.

15. Intermediate jet
State size - See jets on page 11-12 of this section.

16. Bowl Gasket
17/8 Super B fuel, turbo.........................................................11-2080
21⁄4" Super D fuel, turbo........................................................11-2153

17. Floats
All carbs with forked mechanism................................................N/A
All carbs with wire mechanism ...........................................11-2187

18. Float retaining pin - all Super B, D fuel, turbo ....................11-2064

19. Bowl screw - 12-24 x 5⁄8"  (10 Pack) .....................................50-0063

20. Carb bowl assembly
17/8" Super B fuel - forked mechanism.........................................N/A
17/8" Super B fuel - wire mechanism ....................................11-2180
17/8" Super B turbo - forked mechanism......................................N/A
17/8" Super B turbo - wire mechanism..................................11-2141
21⁄4" Super D fuel - forked mechanism ........................................N/A
21⁄4" Super D fuel - wire mechanism ....................................11-2280
21⁄4" Super D turbo - forked mechanism......................................N/A
21⁄4" Super D turbo - wire mechanism .................................11-2020

21. Bowl plug (5 Pack)...............................................................11-2092

22. Needle only - all turbo carbs ...............................................11-2195

23. Seat only - all turbo carbs ...................................................11-2065

24. Needle & seat assembly fuel/alcohol
Carbs with forked float mechanism ............................................N/A
Carbs with wire float mechanism  ......................................11-2130

25. Auxiliary inlet cam plate ......................................................11-2138

26. Auxiliary inlet needle lift pin ................................................11-2137

27. Auxiliary inlet needle spring ................................................11-2139

28. Auxiliary inlet needle spring
21⁄4" Super D fuel, turbo.......................................................11-2135
17/8" Super B fuel, turbo........................................................11-2136

29. Throttle return spring bracket .............................................11-2132

Not Shown:

30. Radiused air inlet
17/8" Super B turbo ...............................................................17-0081
21⁄4" Super D turbo................................................................17-0183

31. 1" Spacer block
17/8"........................................................................................16-0057
21⁄4"........................................................................................16-0157

32. Air horn
17/8"........................................................................................17-0042
21⁄4"........................................................................................17-0141

33. Teardrop air cleaner kit ........................................................17-0106
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S&S® SUPER B&D FUEL CARBURETOR
Years Produced: Super B  1976-up

Super D  1987-up

Sizes Produced: Super B  17/8" Throat
Super D  21⁄4" Throat

Identification Markings:

Super B

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".
■■ "B" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Super D

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".
■■ "D" and "181" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Distinguishing Characteristics:

■■ Auxiliary fuel inlet activated by cam on throttle shaft.
■■ Donut shaped float.
■■ .380" I.D. inlet on needle and seat assembly.
■■ Bowl vented out end of carb in two places.
■■ Fuel overflow on front of bowl.          

S&S® SUPER B&D TURBO CARBURETOR
Years Produced: Super B  1991-up

Super D  1991-up

Sizes Produced: Super B  17⁄8" Throat
Super D  21⁄4" Throat

Identification Markings:

Super B

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".
■■ "B" and "81" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Super D

■■ Serial number stamped on body above "S&S Super".
■■ "D" and "181" cast on body below "S&S Super".

Distinguishing Characteristics:
■■ Auxiliary fuel inlet activated by cam on throttle shaft.
■■ Donut shaped float.
■■ .155" I.D. inlet on needle and seat assembly.
■■ Bowl vented out end of carb in two places.
■■ Fuel overflow on front of bowl.
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Parts of differing styles may not be used together, so worn
parts must be replaced with parts of the same style.  For
example, although the carburetor bowls of the two styles
look very similar they are not interchangeable due to
differences in the float retaining pin position.  Some parts
are no longer available for carbs with forked style
mechanisms.  If these parts must be replaced, the entire bowl
assembly must be replaced with wire mechanism style
components.

Forked Type
Mechanism

Wire Type
Mechanism

Figure 1  

Obsolete

REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR OLDER S&S® CARBURETORS

When ordering parts for older S&S carburetors it is necessary to
determine the correct style of float, needle, and bowl.  S&S has
used two different mechanisms to connect the float to the inlet
needle.  The older style mechanism utilizes a forked float tang
which slides into a slot in the top of the needle.  This is known as
the forked mechanism.  The current style mechanism features a
needle with a wire hook which attaches to the tang of the float.
This is known as the wire mechanism.  (See Figure 1.) 

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION RACING CARBURETORS

Part Item Application Fuel Inlet Fuel Auxiliary Starting Extra Parts
Number Description Type Overflow Fuel Inlet System Supplied 

21⁄4" Super D Naturally Aspirated 11-2165 Jets (Inter. .031"-.036")
11-0110 Gasoline Gasoline Fuel Inlet No No Yes (Main .086"-.104")

1.937" Venturi Gravity Fuel Feed .238" ø Air Horn & 1" Space

21⁄4" Super D Naturally Aspirated 11-2165
Jets (Inter. .031"-.036")

11-0128 Gasoline Gasoline Fuel Inlet No No Yes
(Main .086"-.104")2.150" Venturi Gravity Fuel Feed .238" ø

21⁄4" Super D
Naturally Aspirated 11-2130 Jets (Inter. .046"-.060")

11-0119
Alcohol

Alcohol Fuel Inlet No No Yes (Main .116"-.136")
Gravity Fuel Feed .380" ø Air Horn & 1" Spacer

17⁄8" Super B
Naturally Aspirated 11-2130

Jets (Inter. .046"-.100")11-0117
Fuel

Alcohol/Nitromethane Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No
(Main .130"-.300")Gravity Fuel Feed .380" ø

21⁄4" Super D
Naturally Aspirated 11-2130

Jets (Inter. .046"-.100")11-0121
Fuel

Alcohol/Nitromethane Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No
(Main .130"-.300")

.380" ø

17⁄8" Super B
Turbocharged 11-2065 Jets (Inter. .036")

11-0124
Turbo Gasoline

Gasoline Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No (Main .104"-.108")
Pressurized Fuel Feed .160" ø Radiused Air Inlet

21⁄4" Super D
Turbocharged 11-2065 Jets (Inter. .036")

11-0125
Turbo Alcohol

Gasoline Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No (Main .104"-.108")
Pressurized Fuel Feed .160" ø Radiused Air Inlet

17⁄8" Super B
Turbocharged 11-2065 Jets (Inter. .046"-.070")

11-0122
Turbo Alcohol

Alcohol Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No (Main .130"-.200")
Pressurized Fuel Feed .160" ø Radiused Air Inlet

21⁄4" Super D
Turbocharged 11-2065 Jets (Inter. .046"-.070")

11-0123
Turbo Alcohol

Alcohol Fuel Inlet Yes Yes No (Main .130"-.200")
Pressurized Fuel Feed .160" ø Radiused Air Inlet
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Air Horns

S&S air horns are fully machined from light weight alloy aluminum castings. The
short air horn shown on the left in the picture below fits S&S 13⁄4" and 17⁄8" L Series
carbs and S&S 17⁄8" Super A and B carbs. The same air horn also can be used with
any stock carburetor with an identical air cleaner/air horn mounting pattern.
These include Tillotson, Bendix or butterfly type Keihin.  Short air horns are also
available for S&S Super E and G carburetors. The longer style air horns are
available for S&S Super E, G, and D carbs.

Each air horn comes with three mounting screws. Air horn conversion kits include
air horn, three mounting screws, carb support bracket, and two longer bottom
carb to manifold mounting bolts. Bracket connects the center crankcase bolt to
the bottom manifold carburetor mounting bolt. Super E & G air horn kits also
include 11-2084 enrichner device.

AIR HORNS AND MOUNTINGS

17-0484

S&S® AIR HORNS, AIR HORN CONVERSION KITS, 
AND RADIUSED AIR INLETS

17-0331

17-0333

S&S® AIR HORN SELECTION CHART

Description Length Super A & B Super E & G Super D

Air Horn Conversion Kits
21⁄2" 17-0043 17-0484 N/A

4" N/A 17-0485 17-0142

Air Horn Only
21⁄2" 17-0042 17-0331 N/A

4" N/A 17-0333 17-0141

NOTES: 

■■ S&S recommends that air horns be used in racing applications
only as they do not provide the filtration required to protect
the engine on a day to day basis. 

■■ Any installation of an air horn on an S&S carb in place of an air
cleaner requires an S&S carb support bracket, 16-0471, to
securely fasten the carb to the engine. This bracket is included
in the Air Horn Conversion Kits.

■■ S&S recommends that bowl vent plug in bottom of carb body
be removed when air horn is installed, as air horn may obstruct
bowl vent in air cleaner mounting surface of carb body.

N
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RADIUSED AIR INLETS FOR S&S® SUPER B AND D TURBO CARBS

REPLACEMENT CARBURETOR JETS
Replacement jets for S&S gas carbs are listed in the "Fuel System"
section of the S&S Catalog.  

Jets listed in this racing section are for specialized S&S racing
carburetors.

SERIES #186 FUEL MAIN JETS
Fit all Super 17/8", 21⁄4" fuel carburetors. Sold individually. Sizes available .120" to .300" in
increments of .005".  Blank jets also available with .090" hole. Smaller sizes may also be used
in place of #72 series jet and discharge tube in Super D alcohol and Super Turbo carburetors.

SERIES #186 SUPER FUEL MAIN JET SELECTION CHART 
One part number equals one piece.

Size Part No. Size Part No. Size Part No. Size Part No. Size Part No. Size Part No.

.120" 11-7150 .155" 11-7157 .190" 11-7164 .225" 11-7171 .260" 11-7178 .295" 11-7185

.125" 11-7151 .160" 11-7158 .195" 11-7165 .230" 11-7172 .265" 11-7179 .300" 11-7186

.130" 11-7152 .165" 11-7159 .200" 11-7166 .235" 11-7173 .270" 11-7180 blank 11-7187

.135" 11-7153 .170" 11-7160 .205" 11-7167 .240" 11-7174 .275" 11-7181

.140" 11-7154 .175" 11-7161 .210" 11-7168 .245" 11-7175 .280" 11-7182

.145" 11-7155 .180" 11-7162 .215" 11-7169 .250" 11-7176 .285" 11-7183

.150" 11-7156 .185" 11-7163 .220" 11-7170 .255" 11-7177 .290" 11-7184

SERIES #145 INTERMEDIATE JETS
Fits all S&S Super alcohol, fuel, and turbo carburetors.

Sizes available:  .046", .050", .060", .070", .080", .090", .100".

Sold in package of three jets:

1 each .046", .050", .060" ...................................................11-7140

1 each .060", .070", .080" ...................................................11-7141

1 each .080", .090", .100" ...................................................11-7142

3 each blanks .......................................................................11-7143

Radiused air inlets for Super B and D Turbo carburetors provide a smooth path for air
entering the carburetor.

Radiused Air Inlet 17/8" Super B Turbo ........17-0081

Radiused Air Inlet 21⁄4" Super D Turbo.........17-0183
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Manifolds

Pictured:  Round port Evolution style racing manifold.        16-3619

MANIFOLD DIMENSIONS 16-3619
ROUND PORT MANIFOLDS

■■ Manifold bore diameter must be specified.
21⁄16" (2.063") minimum, 27⁄16" (2.437") maximum.

■■ Round port manifold 16-3619 may be ordered
to fit either S&S SA cylinder heads or STD style
large port racing cylinder heads.  Port
dimensions of manifolds ordered to fit S&S SA
cylinder heads are 2.250" outside diameter
and 1.875" inside diameter. Ports of 16-3619
manifolds ordered to fit the STD style big port
cylinder heads are machined to 2.312" outside
diameter unless it is specified that the ports
be left unmachined.  The inside diameter of
the port must be specified. 1.625" minimum,
2.220" maximum. Manifolds can also be
ordered with inside diameter unmachined.  

■■ The larger than stock outside diameter of the
16-3619 manifold ports necessitate the use of
special S&S mounting flanges. S&S SA heads
require special four-bolt flanges, and the STD
style heads require special two-bolt flanges.
The stock style manifold o-ring seals are used
in conjunction with all 16-3619 series
manifolds. The appropriate flanges and seals
will be offered when manifolds are ordered.

S&S® SPECIAL RACING MANIFOLDS

MANIFOLD LENGTH 16-3619
S&S SA STYLE MANIFOLDS
May be specified by the following methods:

■■ Port to port dimension of assembled engine.*

■■ S&S manifold size number. (NOT RECOMMENDED)

■■ Manifolds may be ordered with port runners not
machined to length. 

MANIFOLD LENGTH 16-3619
STD ROUND PORT STYLE MANIFOLDS
May be specified by the following methods:

■■ Port to port dimension of assembled engine.*

■■ S&S manifold size number. (NOT RECOMMENDED)

■■ Manifolds may be ordered with port runners not
machined to length.

■■ all 16-3619 manifolds are special order and are
non-returnable.

ORDERING SPECIAL RACE MANIFOLDS
Due to the custom nature of racing engines 16-3619 and 16-3629 series manifolds are available as special order items only.  
When ordering you will need the following information:

■■ Manifold bore size required. (Throttle body size.)

■■ Type of cylinder heads to be used.

■■ Port I.D. (16-3619 for STD heads only.)

■■ Required manifold length. (See notes below.)

■■ Are optional flanges and seals required.

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPETITION ENGINES...

The 16-3619 and 16-3629 series Evolution® style S&S racing manifolds can
accommodate throttle bodies of up to 27⁄16" diameter.  The 16-3619 manifolds have a
round intake port and can be ordered for use with either S&S SA cylinder heads or
with STD style big port racing cylinder heads.  The 16-3629 manifolds are cast with a
special oval port shape which is compatible with "Baisley" style oval port heads.  

• See Notes on following page.

16-3619



NOTE:
Due to the large size of these
manifolds, they will not fit
stock style cylinder heads.
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16-3629 OVAL PORT MANIFOLDS
Since the 16-3629 manifold is designed for "Baisley" style cylinder heads with an
oval shaped intake port, the inside of the ports are left unmachined.  The inside
of the manifold ports are cast to an oval shape which may be worked to exactly
match the port shape of the cylinder head. Port outside diameter of 16-3629
manifold is machined to 2.312" unless it is specified that the ports should be left
unmachined. The larger than stock port outside diameter necessitates the use of
special S&S mounting flanges and a larger than stock mounting bolt pattern in
the cylinder heads.  The stock manifold o-ring seals are used in conjunction with
the 16-3629 series manifold. Appropriate flanges and seals will be offered when
manifold orders are taken.

S&S® MANIFOLDS FOR RACING APPLICATIONS

MANIFOLD LENGTH 16-3629 
"BAISLEY" STYLE MANIFOLDS 
May be specified by the following
methods:

■■ Port to port dimension of
assembled engine.  (See notes
below.)

■■ S&S manifold size number.
(NOT RECOMMENDED)

■■ Manifolds may be ordered with
port runners not machined to
length.

■■ All 16-3629 manifolds are special
order and are non-returnable.

For more information...

On stock style manifolds see the Fuel System
Section 3 of this Catalog.

Pictured:  Oval port Evolution® style S&S racing manifold.            16-3629

16-3629

PORT TO PORT MEASUREMENTS

N
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NOTES:

■■ We will not use engine component dimensions to calculate
manifold length for any special order manifold.  This is due to the
poor success we have had in producing manifolds to the correct
length using this method.  We prefer to use port to port
measurements from a mocked up or assembled engine. We have
had very good success making manifolds to the correct length using
port to port measurements.

■■ Port to port measurements – The preferred method of specifying
manifold length for Evolution® and twin cam style S&S manifolds is
to measure the port to port distance on an assembled or mocked up
engine. Use of the S&S manifold measuring tool is the best way to
insure a correct fit. If the manifold measuring tools are not
available, assemble or mock up engine and install the intake flanges
on heads. Scribe circle around port using flange as a template. Circle
must be the same size as the I.D. of flange. It is recommended that
front flange be installed upside down on rear head and vice versa,
to avoid inaccuracy in circle diameter. Remove flanges and measure
shortest distance between scribed circles.  (See diagram at right.)
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Manifolds

S&S® RACING MANIFOLD ACCESSORIES

SPECIAL MANIFOLD FLANGES & O-RINGS

Special S&S SA Big Fin Style Mounting Flange
Front.....................................................16-0247
Rear ......................................................16-0248

Manifold O-ring (6 Pack) ............................16-0246

16-0248

16-0247

16-0472

16-0473

16-0239

16-0240

16-0244
Special STD Style Mounting Flange

Front.................................................................16-0472
Rear ..................................................................16-0473

Manifold O-ring (10 Pack) ......................................16-0244

Special S&S SA Style Four Bolt Mounting Flange
Front or Rear ...................................................16-0239

Special S&S Prostock Style Three Bolt
Front or Rear ...................................................16-0240

Prostock Style Manifold O-ring N/S ....................50-8047



INTRODUCING SPECIAL APPLICATION 
TWIN CAM STYLE S&S® CRANKCASES!
These cases are cast from aircraft grade A206 aluminum, for exceptional
strength, and are precision NC machined to maintain the highest
dimensional accuracy.  Special Application (SA) twin cam style S&S
crankcases are intended for use in stock Harley-Davidson® chassis and
will bolt directly to the stock Twin Cam 88® transmission.  SA twin cam
style S&S cases are compatible with stock oil pump, cam plate, tappets,
and gear cover.  These crankcases are recommended for any racing or
high performance street application.  Available in natural aluminum
finish only.

16 Order toll free 866-833-1508

HOW BIG IS BIG?
SA twin cam style S&S crankcases can be ordered for engines with
cylinder bore sizes of 4.250" to 4.800".  In order to accommodate these
very large bore sizes, the cam chest of the right side case has been
offset .375".  The offset of the cam chest requires the use of a special
.375" longer pinion shaft.  In addition, crankcase deck height can be
machined to the stock height of 6.000" or as high as 7.125" from the
crank center line.  The additional cylinder deck height allows for more
material and greater strength between the cylinder spigot bores when
the cases are machined for large bore cylinders.

NOBODY HAS OFFERED BIG BORE TWIN CAM STYLE CRANKCASES...
UNTIL NOW! 

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH G2 MOTORSPORTS!
DISTRIBUTED BY ZODIAC (EUROPE) & EAST COAST CUSTOMS (AUSTRALIA)

CAM GEOMETRY
Special Application twin cam style S&S crankcases can be ordered with
stock cam geometry which allows the engine builder to select from a wide
variety of readily available cams.  Cases can also be ordered with special
S&S cam geometry.  The S&S cam geometry improves the pushrod angles
for more direct application of force to the rocker arms, hence more
accurate valve actuation.  Cases machined for this option require specially
ground cams.  These cams are not currently available from S&S and must
be special ordered from the cam manufacturer.

FLYWHEELS FOR S&S SPECIAL
APPLICATION CRANKCASES...
Since the cam chest of the S&S Special
Application crankcases is offset by .375", a
special flywheel assembly with a .375"
longer pinion shaft must be used.  Use the
special order flywheel part #32-2141 to
order flywheels for these crankcases.
Specify that Special Application twin cam
style  S&S crankcases will be used, so the
correct .375" longer pinion shaft will be
included in the assembly.

SPECIAL APPLICATION 
TWIN CAM STYLE S&S CRANKCASES
........................................................31-0125
Special order sheet is required.

COMPLETE KIT
Like all S&S crankcases, the Special Application twin cam style S&S
crankcases come with all required hardware for assembly.  In addition
an S&S crankcase breather valve is included in the kit.  

G Squared Motorsports, Inc.
P.O. 1241   •   Americus, GA   31709

Phone: 229-924-0031     Fax: 229-928-2321
Email: g2motorsports@bellsouth.net

Website: www.g2motorsports.net

For more information and a full line of parts
and support items, contact G2 Motorsports:

Pictured: Special Application twin cam style S&S crankcases
accommodate 4.250" to 4.800" bore cylinders.  Cylinder deck
can be machined for stock (6.000") deck height or up to
+1.25" taller than stock (7.125").

Not too many racers have been building really big inch twin cam style
engines, and the reason is that until now, nobody has offered Twin Cam
style crankcases that would handle really big bores... Until now!
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Crankcases

S&S Special Application (SA) cases can be ordered with spigot
bore diameters from stock 3.680" to 4.630", and with crankcase
deck heights up to 1.000" taller than stock.  This is adequate for
cylinder bore size up to 43⁄8".  Cam chest is offset .250" to allow
for these larger bore sizes. This offset requires the use of S&S
Special Application tappet guides with corrected pushrod
angles.  Tappet guides are not included with crankcases, but can
be purchased as an extra cost option.  S&S SA Big Twin cases can
be ordered machined for 1.500" diameter sprocket shaft for
extreme racing applications.  Cases can also be ordered without
alternator machining for maximum strength in the left case. 

SPECIAL APPLICATION ALTERNATOR STYLE
EVOLUTION® BIG TWIN STYLE S&S® CRANKCASES

Pictured: S&S Alternator Style Special Application
crankcase accommodate larger bore sizes and are built
to handle the most demanding racing applications.

SPECIAL ORDER SPECIAL APPLICATION 
BIG TWIN CRANKCASE
....................................................................31-0015

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
When ordering S&S special order special
application alternator style crankcases you
will need the following information:

■■ Cylinder stud pattern.
■■ Spigot bore diameter (up to 4.630").
■■ Cylinder stud type.
■■ Deck height (up to 1.000" over stock).
■■ Alternator/stator machining.
■■ Install studs?
■■ Sprocket shaft diameter (stock or 1.500").
■■ Oil pump year range.
■■ Flywheel diameter.
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33-5309

S&S CAST SPECIAL APPLICATION
TAPPET GUIDES FOR 1984-'99  BIG TWIN ENGINES

Natural Aluminum Finish..............................................33-5309

Black Powdercoat Finish ...............................................33-5325

S&S POLISHED BILLET SPECIAL APPLICATION 
TAPPET GUIDES FOR 1984-'99 BIG TWIN ENGINES
.........................................................................................33-5322

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION TAPPET GUIDES
FOR EVOLUTION BIG TWIN ENGINES

S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION TAPPET GUIDES
FOR TWIN CAM STYLE S&S CRANKCASES

S&S BILLET TAPPET GUIDES 
FOR SPECIAL APPLICATION TWIN CAM STYLE S&S CRANKCASES

Stock Geometry – Natural....................................................................33-5600

Stock Geometry – Polished ..................................................................33-5601

SA Style Geometry – Natural ...............................................................33-5607

SA Style Geometry – Polished ..............................................................33-5608

Rotated Geometry – Polished ..............................................................33-5610

33-5322

Due to the .250" offset in the cam chest of S&S Special Application
big twin style S&S crankcase, special tappet guides with corrected
pushrod tube angles must be used to assure a proper pushrod tube
seal and prevent oil leaks.
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Crankcases

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION CRANKCASES 
FOR SPORTSTER® AND BUELL® ENGINES

S&S Special Application Crankcases for Sportster and
Buell engines can be ordered with spigot bore diameters
from stock 3.680" to 4.630", and with crankcase deck
heights up to 1.000" taller than stock.  This is adequate
for cylinder bore size up to 43⁄8".  Cam chest is offset .500"
to allow for the larger bore sizes.  This offset requires the
use of S&S Special Application tappet guides with
corrected pushrod angles.  Cam chest may be machined
for either 1986-'90 (four-speed) or 1991-'99 (five-speed)
cam geometry. 

Pictured:  S&S Special Application Crankcases
for Sportster and Buell engines include special
tappet guides..

S&S BILLET SA TAPPET GUIDE SETS 
FOR SPORTSTER AND BUELL ENGINES

1986-'90 (Four-Speed).........................................33-5365

1991-'99 (Five-Speed) ..........................................33-5369

31-1001

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
When ordering S&S special application special order
sportster or Buell style crankcases you will need the
following information: 

■■ Cylinder stud type.

■■ Flywheel diameter.

■■ Do you require left case machined for alternator?

■■ Spigot bore size.

■■ Sprocket shaft size BT or XL?

■■ 1986-'90 or 1991-'99 cam geometry?

■■ Cylinder deck height.

■■ Machine for transmission?

■■ Machine for oil filter or breather?

■■ Spigot bore depth.

■■ Transmission inspection window?

■■ Cylinder base pattern.

■■ Spigot bore size.

Tappet guides are included with all S&S SA crankcases for
Sportster and Buell engines.  Crankcases have a 1991-'99
(five-speed) drive side case, and require a five speed style
primary case, clutch, and transmission. Transmission
machining may be skipped if a transmission will not be used.
A transmission inspection window is available for racing
applications that do not require a stock electric starter to be
installed.  S&S SA cases can be ordered machined for 1.250"
(big twin) diameter sprocket shaft for extreme racing
applications, for maximum strength in the left case.
Alternator machining is not available when cases are
machined for the big twin sprocket shaft.
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S&S PROSTOCK STYLE 
TAPPET GUIDES 
feature corrected pushrod tube angles
to compensate for .850" cam chest
offset in S&S Prostock crankcases.

Replacement Prostock Style 
Tappet Guide Set........................33-5379

Pictured: Prostock crankcase with
full cam chest.

S&S® SPECIAL CAST PROSTOCK 45° AND 60°
SPORTSTER® STYLE CRANKCASES

45° PROSTOCK
SPORTSTER STYLE S&S CRANKCASES
Special Order ......................................................31-1010

REPLACEMENT CRANKCASE 
FOR S&S 60° PROSTOCK ENGINE
.............................................................................31-1015

These special "race only" crankcases are the foundation for
the S&S Prostock engines.  These modified Sportster style
S&S crankcases can accommodate cylinder spigot bores of
up to 5.015".  Cylinder deck heights are available as high as
1.750" taller than stock. This allows the use of 4.800" bore
cylinders.  Cam chest is a modified 1986-'90 four speed style
and is offset .850"  to allow larger bore sizes. Cam chest
offset requires the use of special billet four speed style
tappet guides with corrected pushrod angles, which are
included with the crankcase.  

Prostock crankcases require a special S&S Prostock style
flywheel assembly which features a Big Twin style
sprocket shaft, .850" longer than stock XL style pinion
shaft, and special Big Twin width connecting rods.  Must
be used with special race frame.  Will not fit stock chassis. 

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
When ordering Prostock Sportster style S&S crankcases
you will need the following information: 

■■ Cylinder spigot hole diameter.

■■ Cylinder deck height.

■■ Cylinder fastener type.

■■ Flywheel diameter.

■■ Transmission inspection window?

■■ Cam chest style.  
(Full XL cam chest or short style without filter boss.)

■■ Cylinder bolt pattern 

Pictured:  S&S 60° Prostock
cases are the basis for the
new 60° Prostock Engines.
The 60° cylinder angle
allows for a shorter, more
compact engine package.

31-1010

Pictured:  Prostock Sportster® Style S&S Crankcases
with short cam chest.      31-1010
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Gearcovers

Pictured:  The standard version, 31-0300 fits Sportster and
Buell style S&S crankcases with 1986-'90 style cam chest.

31-0300

S&S BILLET GEARCOVER 
1986-’90 SPORTSTER STYLE WITHOUT FILTER BOSS 
Gearcover 31-0301 without oil filter boss is designed specifically for
Prostock Sportster style S&S crankcases with the short cam chest.

Billet Gearcover without Filter Boss 
..............................................................................................31-0301

Replacement Gasket (5 Pack) ................................................31-2098

31-0302 31-0303

31-0301

S&S BILLET 
GEARCOVERS – STANDARD

With Needle Bearings
1986-'90 XL ...........................31-0300

Bushing Style

1986-'90.................................31-0303

1991-'99.................................31-0302

Replacement Gasket  (5 Pack) ......31-2099

Replacement Cam Seal  (5 Pack) ..31-4114

S&S billet Sportster style gearcovers with needle bearings are recommended for
racing applications only.  They are available for 1986-'90 (four speed) and 1991-'99
(five-speed) cam chests with bushings.  One features needle bearings instead of
bushings for the outboard ends of the camshafts and one style uses stock style
bushings.  These gearcovers are not recommended for engines with stock 1986-'90
crankcases as they have no provision for the four speed style crankcase breather.
Kits come with hardware and special S&S gearcover gasket.

BILLET SPORTSTER® AND BUELL® STYLE S&S® GEARCOVERS
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S&S® SPECIAL ORDER FLYWHEELS 
FOR SUPER SIDEWINDER® PLUS AND TWIN CAM 88® ENGINES

S&S® SPECIAL ORDER STANDARD FLYWHEELS

S&S special order standard type flywheels are made from the
same heat treated forgings as the flywheels supplied in our
high performance street engines and kits.  These special order
flywheels allow engine builders to obtain special machining
and features not offered in our regular line of flywheels.
Please note that some options such as or 1.500" shafts or
crankpins are not available with the standard style flywheels.
If these features are required, S&S racing flywheels should be
ordered instead. 

SPECIAL ORDER STANDARD FLYWHEELS

For Big Twin Engines ................................................32-2015

For Sportster® Engines ..............................................32-3014

S&S special order flywheels for Twin Cam 88 are
available to fill the requirements of engine
builders who wish to build engines with strokes or
custom balancing, not offered for our standard
kits. Flywheels are pressed together type and are
designed to fit in stock H-D® Twin Cam 88
crankcases. Appropriate connecting rods and
mainshafts may be selected when flywheels are
ordered.  Refer to current special order sheet for
options available.

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
A special order sheet must be filled out
before an order can be entered. Special
order sheets will be mailed or faxed on
request, or they may be downloaded in
pdf format from our website at
www.sscycle.com.
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SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
A special order sheet must be filled out before an order
can be entered. Special order sheets will be mailed or
faxed on request, or they may be downloaded in pdf
format from our website at www.sscycle.com.N
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SPECIAL ORDER FLYWHEELS

For S&S Super Sidewinder Plus Engines.....32-2158

For Twin Cam 88 Engines............................32-2141

Flywheels for S&S SSW+ and Twin Cam 88 engines can be
ordered "pork-chopped" which reduces flywheel mass for
quicker acceleration and allows flywheels to be balanced to
heavier rods and pistons.
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Flywheels

FLYWHEELS FOR BIG TWIN STYLE 
S&S RACING ENGINES
..............................................................32-2018

Special 1.500" press-in crankpin 34-2175 is
pressed into both flywheels.  Used in S&S
flywheels for Twin Cam 88, SSW+, and
Prostock engines.  End plugs included.

34-2175

Special 1.500" diameter press-in crankpin,
is pressed and welded into the driveside
flywheel only and fits into a taper in the
camside flywheel.                       34-2170

S&S® RACING FLYWHEELS

S&S big twin style racing flywheels are designed for engines
which are built with big twin crankcases.  This includes "four
cam" style big twin cases from Delkron, McClure, and
Nungesser.  Flywheel stroke can be specified between 3.500"
and 5.250", although the very short strokes may not be possible
with some configurations. Flywheel diameter can be specified
between 8.000" and 8.500".  Flywheels can be machined for
1.250" or 1.500" diameter crankpins in tapered or pressed in
styles.  Sprocket shafts are available in stock or 1.500"
diameters. S&S offers two styles of pressed in crankpins.  One
style is pressed into the drive side flywheel only and fits into a
taper on the camside flywheel.  The other type is pressed into
both flywheels.

Please note that tapered 1.500" diameter crankpins and
sprocket shafts can not be used with very short strokes.
Appropriate connecting rods and mainshafts may be selected
when flywheels are ordered.  Refer to current special order
sheet for options available.

FLYWHEELS FOR BIG TWIN STYLE S&S RACING ENGINES

For racing applications where extra strength and rigidity are essential, S&S offers racing flywheels, which are machined from
special hardened forgings.  In addition to being harder, the forgings have a heavier counter balance which makes it easier to
balance flywheels to big bore pistons and heavy connecting rods often used in racing applications.  

S&S racing flywheels are available for many different applications and feature a large number of options.  Due to their custom
nature, S&S racing flywheels are a special order item, and a special order sheet must be filled out before an order can be
entered. Special order sheets will be mailed or faxed on request, or they may be downloaded in pdf format from our website
at www.sscycle.com.

34-2175

34-2170
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S&S racing flywheels for Sportster engines are designed for use in
engines built with various Sportster style crankcases. This includes
stock Harley-Davidson®, S&S, and other aftermarket Sportster style
crankcases. Flywheel stroke can be specified between 3.500" and
5.250", although the very short strokes may not be possible with
some configurations. Flywheel diameter can be specified between
7.375" and 7.875".  Flywheels can be machined for 1.250" or
1.500" diameter crankpins in tapered or pressed in styles. Please
note that 1.500" diameter crankpins and sprocket shafts can not
be used with very short strokes.  Appropriate connecting rods and
mainshafts may be selected when flywheels are ordered.  Refer to
current special order sheet for options available. 

Pictured: S&S flywheels for Sportster racing
engines with 1.500" pressed-in crankpin.      

32-3018

FLYWHEELS FOR SPORTSTER® STYLE S&S® RACING ENGINES

FLYWHEELS FOR SPORTSTER STYLE
S&S RACING ENGINES

....................................................32-3018 

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
A special order sheet must be filled out before an order can
be entered. Special order sheets will be mailed or faxed on
request, or they may be downloaded in pdf format from our
website at www.sscycle.com.N

O
T

E
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Flywheels

Special Prostock Sportster style S&S flywheels are designed
specifically for use with cast Prostock Sportster style S&S
crankcases.  Stroke is normally 4.375" for S&S 160" Prostock
engines.  However, any stroke may be specified between
3.500" and 5.000", although the very short strokes may not
be possible with some configurations.  

The special shape of the S&S Prostock flywheel results in
increased rigidity and allows flywheels to be balanced to very
large pistons and rods.  Flywheel diameter may be specified
between 7.875" and 8.125".  Note that larger diameters must be
used for the longer strokes. S&S Prostock style flywheels are
pressed together type and feature a 1.500" pressed in crankpin,
1.250" diameter big twin style pressed-in sprocket shaft, and a
special pressed-in Prostock pinion shaft.   Prostock pinion shaft is
similar in design to an Evolution® Sportster style pinion shaft, but
is .850" longer than stock.  Although the S&S Prostock flywheels
are used in a Sportster style S&S crankcase, they are designed to
use big twin width connecting rods. Connecting rods typically
used for 45° Prostock applications are S&S 8.000" or 8.500" billet
alloy rods. 60° engines can use shorter connecting rods due to
the wider cylinder angle.  S&S 7.500" billet aluminum rods are
generally used.  However, any big twin width connecting rod
designed for a 1.500" crankpin may be used. Refer to current
special order sheet for options available.

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
A special order sheet must be filled out
before an order can be entered. Special
order sheets will be mailed or faxed on
request, or they may be downloaded in
pdf format from our website at
www.sscycle.com.
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REPLACEMENT FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
FOR S&S 45° & 60° PROSTOCK ENGINES
Special Order.........................................32-3003

SPECIAL PROSTOCK SPORTSTER® STYLE S&S® FLYWHEELS
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S&S BILLET ALUMINUM CONNECTING RODS

S&S Billet aluminum connecting rods for S&S Prostock engines
are machined for 1.500" crankpin and .990" wristpin.  Available
in 7.500", 8.000" and 8.500" lengths.

ROD SET, BILLET ALUMINUM – SA BT/PROSTOCK
1.5" Crankpin, 8", .990" Wristpin .....................................34-7220
1.5" Crankpin, 8", .927" Wristpin .....................................34-7222

1.5" Crankpin, 8.5", .990" Wristpin ..................................34-7221
1.5" Crankpin, 8.5", .927" Wristpin ..................................34-7223

1.5" Crankpin, 7.5", .990" Wristpin ..................................34-7225
Special Order 1.5" Crankpin, Billet Aluminum Rods........34-7224

CONNECTING RODS FOR S&S® RACING FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLIES

S&S SUPREME CONNECTING RODS 

Supreme, IBC, 1941-'81 Big Twin
1.250" Crankpin, 7.440", .892" Wristpin .........................34-7203

Supreme, IBC, 1981-'99 Big Twin
1.250" Crankpin, 7.440", .892" Wristpin .........................34-7211

Supreme, IBC, 1981-'99 Big Twin
1.250" Crankpin, 7.440", .927" Wristpin .........................34-7217

SPECIAL RACING CONNECTING RODS

MCCLURE BILLET STEEL CONNECTING RODS

S&S offers McClure billet steel connecting rods for big twin and
Sportster® engines with 1.250" or 1.500" crankpins.  Wristpin end
of rods can be machined for .791", .792", .892", .927", or .990"
wristpins.

McClure BT, 1.5" Crankpin, 8"...........................................34-7911 

McClure BT, 1.25" Crankpin, 8".........................................34-7914 

McClure XL, 1.5" Crankpin, 8" ..........................................34-7913 

McClure XL, 1.25" Crankpin, 8" ........................................34-7915 

34-7203

34-7911

34-7220



34-2160
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Connecting Rods

BIG TWIN CRANKPIN NUT 1.250"
..........................................34-2104 

BIG TWIN SPROCKET SHAFT
& CRANKPIN NUT 1.500"
.....................................................34-2023

BIG TWIN CRANKPIN – PRESS-IN 1.500" DIAMETER

Crankpin  --  Standard ...............................................34-2170  

Crankpin  --  +.001" ...................................................34-2171

Crankpin  --  +.003" ...................................................34-2173

BIG TWIN CRANKPIN – PRESS-IN 1.250" DIAMETER

Crankpin  –  Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34-2160 

Crankpin  –  +.001" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34-2161

Crankpin  –  +.002" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34-2162 

BIG TWIN CRANKPIN – TAPERED 1.500" DIAMETER

Crankpin  --  Standard................................................34-2180 

Crankpin  --  +.001"....................................................34-2181

REPLACEMENT CRANKPIN & SPROCKET SHAFT NUTS

SPECIAL CRANKPINS FOR BIG TWIN STYLE S&S® RACING ENGINES

34-2140

34-2170

34-2180

34-2023

NOTE: 
Oversize of pressed in
type crankpins refers
to the press surface.
Oversize of tapered
crankpins refers to
the bearing surface
diameter.
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S&S PROSTOCK PRESS-IN CRANKPIN
1.500" DIAMETER 

Crankpin, straight, hollow ............................................34-2175

PRESS-IN CRANKPIN
1.250" DIAMETER

Crankpin  --  Standard....................................................34-2660  

Crankpin  --  +.001"........................................................34-2661

SPECIAL CRANKPINS FOR SPORTSTER® STYLE S&S® RACING ENGINES

DRIVE PLUG

For 1.500" straight crankpin – .753" diameter x .500"
(2 Pack) ..........................................................................50-8329-2

34-2175 50-8329-2

34-2670

34-2680

TAPERED CRANKPIN
1.500" DIAMETER

Crankpin  --  Standard....................................................34-2680  

Crankpin  --  +.001"........................................................34-2681

PRESS-IN CRANKPIN
1.500" DIAMETER

Crankpin  --  Standard...................................................34-2670  

Crankpin  --  +.001".......................................................34-2671

NOTE: 
Oversize of pressed in
type crankpins refers
to the press surface.
Oversize of tapered
crankpins refers to
the bearing surface
diameter.
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Connecting Rods

ROD BEARING SET FOR BIG TWIN ENGINES
ALLOY 1.250"

1.250" Standard ............................34-4021

1.250"  +.001" ...............................34-4042

ROD BEARING CAGE SET FOR BIG TWIN ENGINES
ALLOY 1.250"

1.250" ........................................................34-4020

ROD BEARING ASSEMBLY FOR S&S – 1.500"
1999-UP TWIN CAM & SSW+ STYLE S&S RODS
.......................................................................................34-4011

CONNECTING ROD PARTS 
FOR BIG TWIN STYLE S&S® RACING ENGINES

34-4014

34-4011

34-4021

34-2660

ROD BEARING ASSEMBLY FOR S&S – 1.500"
BIG TWIN AND PROSTOCK STYLE S&S RODS
.......................................................................................34-4014

Visit us at www.sscycle.com
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32-2023

32-2001

34-2023
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BEARING SET FOR ALLOY CAGES  
1.250" & 1.500" 
FOR SPORTSTER ENGINES

1.250".......................................34-4521

1.250" +.001" ..........................34-4524

1.500".......................................34-4523

1.500" +.001 ............................34-4526

FLYWHEEL THRUST WASHERS

CONNECTING ROD PARTS 
FOR SPORTSTER® STYLE S&S® RACING ENGINES

33-2331

34-2509

34-4521

34-4520

SPROCKET SHAFT NUT  
FOR 1.500" DIAMETER SHAFTS
.............................................................34-2023

BEARING CAGE SET FOR SPORTSTER ENGINES
ALLOY 1.250" AND 1.500" 

1.250" ..........................................................34-4520

1.500" ..........................................................34-4501

S&S CRANKPIN NUT FOR 1.500" CRANKPINS 
FOR SPORTSTER ENGINES
.........................................................................34-2509

SPROCKET SHAFT AND CRANKPIN* NUT 
FOR S&S SHAFTS – 1.250"
.................................................................................33-2331

* NOTE:  This nut can be torqued to 350-400 ft/lb – higher than
standard crankpin nuts.

FOR EVOLUTION® BIG TWIN AND SPORTSTER STYLE S&S FLYWHEELS

For 1.250" Crankpin...........................................................32-2019

For 1.500" Crankpin...........................................................32-2001

FOR TWIN CAM  88® STYLE S&S FLYWHEELS
For 1.500" Crankpin...........................................................32-2023
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Mainshafts

SPROCKET SHAFT BEARING ASSEMBLY 
1.500" DIAMETER
..............................................................31-4000

SPROCKET SHAFT SEAL
1.500" DIAMETER
..............................................................31-4002

SPROCKET SHAFT – PRESS-IN 1.250"
BIG TWIN 1954-’64 S&S PROSTOCK STYLE
(Includes key).......................................33-2010

SPROCKET SHAFT – PRESS-IN 1.250" 
BIG TWIN 1970-UP
(Includes key) .......................................33-2009

SPROCKET SHAFT BEARING SNAP RING 
1.500" DIAMETER
..............................................................31-4001

SPECIAL MAINSHAFTS AND PARTS FOR S&S® RACING ENGINES

33-2009

33-2010

33-2005

31-4000

31-4002

31-4001

SPROCKET SHAFT ASSEMBLY–TAPERED
1.500" DIAMETER
(Includes nut and key) .........................33-2005



33-2348

33-2046
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SPECIAL MAINSHAFTS AND PARTS FOR S&S® RACING ENGINES

SPECIAL APPLICATION 
TWIN CAM STYLE S&S PINION SHAFT
(Includes key)...................................................33-2046

PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY PRESS-IN
FOR S&S PROSTOCK
.........................................................................33-2348

PINION SHAFT PRESS-IN +.250"
S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG TWIN 

(Includes keys) .................................................33-2047

33-2047

33-2328

SPECIAL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY
FOR DELKRON 4 CAM CRANKCASES
Requires 1987-up main bearing.  
Fits special order S&S flywheels only used in
Delkron 4 cam cases.
.........................................................................33-2328

33-2040

PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY - TAPERED +.250
S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG TWIN 
(Includes keys) .................................................33-2040
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Pistons

Deck Height

Piston Deck

Wrist Pin Hole

PISTON TERMS
When describing pistons for custom applications it is helpful for everyone
to use the same terms.  One common area of confusion is the meaning of
the terms "piston deck" and "piston dome".  The deck of a piston is the
point at which the dome begins. Some pistons have a flat area at this point
and some do not.  The dome is the very top of the piston, which in some
cases extends up into the combustion chamber, and in some cases is flat at
the level of the deck or even below.  "Deck Height" refers to the distance
between the center of the wristpin hole to the deck of the piston. Piston
deck height is needed to calculate cylinder length when designing an
engine, or when replacing a piston in an existing engine.

S&S® RACING PISTONS

However they are for custom applications and may require modifications,
clearance checks, and flywheel rebalancing that the average rider may not
wish to perform.  S&S racing pistons offer a high degree of flexibility to the
engine builder, but require fairly sophisticated machining capability in order
to make use of them. Compression ratio depends on the engine
displacement and cylinder head combustion chamber volume, and are
therefore not shown in most cases.  All pistons are available only in sets, and
come complete with rings and wristpins.  Racing pistons will be machined for
piston to piston and piston to flywheel clearance if engine stroke,
connecting rod length, and flywheel diameter are known. If this information
is not supplied, pistons will be shipped with no clearance machining.

Pistons in the following section are better suited for racing applications
than for the street. This is not to say that some may not have uses in
certain high performance street engines. 

S&S® RACING PISTONS 
(LISTED BY BORE SIZE)

Piston Series
Bore Silicon Dome Deck Wristpin Wristpin Keeper Ring Oversizes Pg.
Size Content Type Height Diameter Part No. Part No. Series No.

92-1100 35⁄8" LS S&S Flat 1.200" .792" 94-9256 94-9254 94-1210 Std. - +.060, 37

92-4810 4" LS S&S SA 1.200" .892" 94-9260 94-9263 94-4260 Std. - +.030, 40

92-4815 4" LS S&S DF 1.200" .892" 94-9260 94-9263 94-4260 Std. - +.020 40

92-1565 41⁄8" LS Dished 1.050" .927" 94-9277 94-9278 93-1400 Std. - +.030 38

92-1570 41⁄8" LS Dished 1.050" .927" 94-9277 94-9278 93-1400 Std. - +.030 38

92-1575 41⁄8" LS Dished 1.050" .927" 94-9277 94-9278 93-1400 Std. - +.030 38

92-1580 41⁄8" LS S&S BF 1.050" .927" 94-9277 94-9278 93-1400 Std. - +.020 39

92-4973 43⁄8" LS Unfinished 1.200" +.400" .927" 94-9279 94-9280 94-4285 Std. - +.020 43

92-4980 43⁄8" LS S&S SA 1.200" .927" 94-9279 94-9280 94-4285 Std. - +.020 44

92-4985 43⁄8" LS S&S DF 1.200" .927" 94-9279 94-9280 94-4285 Std. - +.020 44

92-4990 43⁄8" LS Flat 1.200" .927" 94-9279 94-9280 94-4285 Std. - +.020 45

92-4955 4.600" LS Unfinished 1.200" +.400" .990" 94-9275 94-9276 94-4275
Std. - +.015,

41
+.025,

92-4965 4.600" LS S&S PS 1.200" .990" 94-9275 94-9276 94-4275 Std., +.015, 41
+.025,

92-4960 4.800" LS Unfinished 1.200" +.400" .990" 94-9275 94-9276 94-4281 Std., +.010, 42

92-4962 4.800" LS S&S PS 1.200 .990" 94-9275 94-9276 94-4281 Std., +.010, 42

LS - Low Silicon              BF - Big Fin Style              PS - S&S Prostock Style              SA -Special Application Style              DF - Dave Feazell Style

Piston Deck

Deck Height

Wristpin Hole
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92-1100 SERIES PISTON  
A high compression piston for 35⁄8" bore engines using S&S® Super Stock®

cylinder heads for Evolution® engines. Flat dome can be machined to adjust
compression ratio.  Includes .792" diameter hardened wristpin.  Machined
for C-clip wristpin keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S Flat 1.200" All but 5" .792"

92-1100 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020 +.030 +.040 +.050 +.060

Set 92-1100 92-1101 92-1102 92-1103 92-1104 92-1105 92-1106
35⁄8"

Rings 94-1210X 94-1211X 94-1212X 94-1213X 94-1214X 94-1215X 94-1216X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1970, George Smith Sr. went to

Bonneville, and lent his nitro
tuning skills to help Denis Manning

and Harley-Davidson set a new
world speed record.  This single

engine streamliner, piloted by Cal
Rayburn, crashed repeated at over
200 mph before setting the record
at 265.492 mph.  In addition to his

help tuning the nitro burning
engine, George diagnosed and

corrected a problem that allowed
the chassis to flex under power.
The chassis flex made the liner
almost uncontrollable, which
accounted for the mishaps.  



These three piston series are machined from the same piston blank.  They are 41⁄8" bore dished dome pistons for S&S® SSW+
or 41⁄8" bore twin cam style S&S engines that require a slightly lower compression ratio, such as turbo charged applications.
Dish volume is 10cc.  The three piston series are clearanced for different strokes see charts below.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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Pistons

92-1565, 92-1570, & 92-1575 SERIES PISTON 

92-1565 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020 +.030

Set 92-1565 92-1566 92-1567 92-1568
41⁄8"

Rings 94-1400X 94-1401X 94-1402X 94-1403X

92-1565 SERIES PISTONS

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Dished 10cc 1.050" 41⁄8" . 927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-1570 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020 +.030

Set 92-1570 92-1571 92-1572 92-1573
41⁄8"

Rings 94-1400X 94-1401X 94-1402X 94-1403X

92-1570 SERIES PISTONS

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Dished 10cc 1.050" 43⁄8" . 927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-1575 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020 +.030

Set 92-1575 92-1576 92-1577 92-1578
41⁄8"

Rings 94-1400X 94-1401X 94-1402X 94-1403X

92-1575 SERIES PISTONS

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Dished 10cc 1.050" 45⁄8" . 927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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92-1580 SERIES PISTON  

92-1580 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-1580 92-1581 92-1582
41⁄8"

Rings 94-1400X 94-1401X 94-1402X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S BF 1.050" 45⁄8" .927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

This 41⁄8" bore piston series is intended for use with S&S® Special
Application "Big Fin" cylinder heads in S&S 124" SSW+ and 41⁄8"
bore twin cam style S&S engines.  Pistons are clearanced for 45⁄8"
stroke.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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Pistons

92-4810 SERIES PISTON

92-4815 SERIES PISTON

92-4915 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-4815 92-4816 92-4817
4"

Rings 94-4260X 94-4262X 94-4263X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S DF 1.200" All .892"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S SA 1.200" All .892"

A 4" bore low silicon racing piston for use with S&S® Special Application
cylinder heads with the S&S combustion chamber design.  Includes .892"
diameter tool steel wristpin.  Machined for Spiraloc keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

A 4" bore low silicon forged racing piston.  Dome is machined for use with
S&S® Special Application cylinder heads with the "DF" style combustion
chamber design.  Tool steel wristpin .892" diameter, machined for Spiraloc
wristpin keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-4810 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020 +.030

Set 92-4810 92-4811 92-4812 92-4813
4"

Rings 94-4260X 94-4262X 94-4262X 94-4263X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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92-4955 SERIES PISTON

92-4965 SERIES PISTON

A 4.600" bore unfinished dome piston with .990" tool steel wristpin.
Unfinished dome is .400" tall and may be machined to suit a variety of
applications.  Machined version of this piston is used in 140" S&S®

Prostock engines. Includes .990" diameter tool steel wristpin.  Machined
for Spiraloc keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

A 4.600" bore piston with .990" tool steel wristpin. Dome is machined for
use with combustion chamber design in S&S Prostock cylinder heads.  This
piston is used in 140" S&S Prostock engine.  Includes .990" diameter tool
steel wristpin.  Machined for Spiraloc keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Unfinished 1.200"+.400" All .990"

92-4955 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.025

Set 92-4955 92-4957
4.600"

Rings 94-4275X 94-4277X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings. 
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S PS 1.200" All .990"

92-4965 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.025

Set 92-4965 92-4967
4.600"

Rings 94-4275X 94-4277X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings. 
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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Pistons

92-4960 SERIES PISTON

92-4962 SERIES PISTON

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Unfinished 1.200"+.400" All .990"

92-4960 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010

Set 92-4960 92-4961
4.800"

Rings 94-4281X 94-4281X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings. 
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S PS 1.200" All .990"

92-4962 SERIES PISTONS

Bore Part Standard +.010

Set 92-4962 92-4963
4.800"

Rings 94-4281X 94-4281X

NOTE: Piston sets include rings. 
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

A 4.800" bore unfinished dome piston with .990" tool steel wristpin.
Unfinished dome is .400" tall and may be machined to suit a variety of
applications. Machined version of this piston is used in 160" S&S® Prostock
engine.  Includes .990" diameter tool steel wristpin.  Machined for
Spiraloc keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

A 4.800" bore piston with .990" tool steel wristpin. Dome is machined
for use with combustion chamber design in S&S Prostock cylinder
heads.  This piston is used in 160" S&S Prostock engine.  Includes .990"
diameter tool steel wristpin.  Machined for Spiraloc keepers.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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92-4973 SERIES PISTON

This 43⁄8" bore piston series has an unfinished dome with .400" of
extra material for custom piston applications.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-4973 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-4973 92-4974 92-4975
43⁄8"

Rings 94-4285X 94-4286X 94-4287X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Unfinished 1.200"+.400" All .927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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Pistons

92-4985 SERIES PISTON

92-4980 SERIES PISTON

This 43⁄8" bore piston series is designed for use with S&S® Special
Application Big Fin cylinder heads in Evolution® or twin cam style
S&S engines.  Specify stroke and rod length.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

This 43⁄8" bore piston series is designed for use with S&S Special
Application cylinder heads machined with Dave Feazell style
combustion chamber in Evolution or Twin Cam style engines.
Specify stroke and rod length.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-4980 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-4980 92-4981 92-4982
43⁄8"

Rings 94-4285X 94-4286X 94-4287X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S SA 1.200" All .927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-4985 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-4985 92-4986 92-4987
43⁄8"

Rings 94-4285X 94-4286X 94-4287X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon S&S DF 1.200" All .927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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92-4990 SERIES PISTON

This 43⁄8" bore piston series is for cylinder heads designed for use
with a flat topped piston in Evolution® or twin cam style S&S
engines.  Specify stroke and rod length.

Piston sets include rings.  
Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.

92-4990 Series Pistons

Bore Part Standard +.010 +.020

Set 92-4990 92-4991 92-4992
43⁄8"

Rings 94-4285X 94-4286X 94-4287X

Type Material Dome Deck Stroke Wristpin
Height Diameter

Forged Low Silicon Flat 1.200" All .927"

NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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Pistons

S&S® RACING PISTON REPLACEMENT PARTS

94-9276 Wristpin

94-9276 Spiraloc Clip

94-4250 Ring Set

WRISTPIN KEEPERS USED IN S&S® RACING PISTONS

.791" O.D. X .314" Teflon Button  (4 Pack).................................94-9251

.791" O.D. X .339" Teflon Button  (4 Pack).................................94-9252

.791" O.D. X .407" Teflon Button  (4 Pack).................................94-9258

.791" O.D. X .427" Teflon Button  (4 Pack).................................94-9259

.791"/.792" O.D. "C" Clip  (4 Pack)..............................................94-9254

.791" O.D. Spiraloc Clip  (4 Pack).................................................94-9253

.892" O.D. Spiraloc Clip  (4 Pack).................................................94-9263

.892" O.D. X .416" Teflon Button  (4 Pack).................................94-9268

.927" O.D. "C" Clip .....................................................................94-9278

.927” O.D. Spiraloc Clip ..............................................................94-9280

.990" O.D. Spiraloc Clip ..............................................................94-9276

REPLACEMENT WRISTPINS FOR S&S® RACING PISTONS

Bore Size Diameter Length Keeper Type Wristpin Type Part Number

31⁄2" to  35⁄8" .792" 2.825" "C" Clip 94-9256 

37⁄16" to  31⁄2" .791" 2.795" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9269

37⁄16" to 31⁄2" .792" 2.795" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9270

37⁄16" to  31⁄2" .793" 2.795" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9271

313⁄16" .892" 2.950" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9260

313⁄16" .893" 2.950" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9261

313⁄16" .894" 2.950" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9262

33⁄4" to 4" Twin Cam .927" 2.825" "C" Clip or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9277

43⁄8" .927" 2.950" "Spiraloc" Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9279

4.600" and 4.800" Pro Stock .990" 2.930" "Spiraloc" or Teflon Button Taper Ground Tool Steel 94-9275

REPLACEMENT PISTON RINGS FOR S&S® RACING PISTONS

Bore Size Std. +.005 +.010 +.020 +.025 +.030 +.040 +.050 +.060 +.070 +.080 +.090

37⁄16" 94-2200X - 94-2201X 94-2202X 94-2203X 94-2204X 94-2205X 94-2206X 94-2207X 94-2208X 94-2209X

31⁄2" 94-2216X 94-22165X 94-2217X 94-2218X 94-2219X - - - - - -

35⁄8" 94-1210X - 94-1211X 94-1212X 94-1213X 94-1214X 94-1215X 94-1216X 94-1217X - -

313⁄16" 94-4240X* - 94-4241X* 94-4242X* 94-4243X* - - - - - -

313⁄16" 94-4250X* - 94-4251X* 94-4252X* 94-4253X* - - - - - -

4" 94-4260X - 94-4262X 94-4262X 94-4263X

41⁄8" 94-1400X 94-1401X 94-1402X 94-1403X

43⁄8" 94-4285X 94-4286X 94-4287X

4.600" 94-4275X - 94-4275X - 94-4277X - - - - - -

4.800" 94-4281X - 94-4281X - - - - - - -

* 94-4240 series rings have moly filled top rings, and 94-4250 series rings have stainless top rings.   
NOTE: Piston sets include rings.  Rings are available in sets for two pistons only.
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S&S® RACING CYLINDERS

S&S FINLESS STEEL RACING CYLINDERS
S&S steel cylinders are machined from 4142 chrome moly
steel with an approximate tensile strength of 180,000 psi.
This material has a much higher strength to weight ratio
than that of competitive cast iron racing cylinders.  Each
cylinder has a replaceable sleeve made of ductile iron for
superior wear resistance.  Replaceable sleeves allow worn
or damaged cylinders to be rebuilt and reused, resulting
in a substantial cost savings in the long run.

S&S FINNED ALUMINUM RACING CYLINDERS
S&S finned aluminum racing cylinders were developed for
the S&S Prostock engines, but can be used in many other
gasoline racing applications.  They are machined from solid
aluminum billets for maximum strength and improved
heat dissipation.  Like the steel racing cylinders S&S finned
aluminum cylinders feature replaceable ductile iron liners.

NOTE - S&S finned aluminum racing cylinders are
intended for gasoline engines only and are not
recommended for nitromethane powered engines.

A number of cylinder bore sizes are available.  For each
bore size there are a number of head and base bolt
patterns that may be used. S&S is familiar with most
commonly used bolt patterns, however, if a different
pattern is specified, or if we are unsure of the pattern
specified, a print of the pattern must be supplied. 

Advances in engine technology have resulted in racing engines with
greater output than ever before.  S&S steel cylinders are designed
to stand up to the punishment of today's more powerful engines,
giving racers a competitive edge with a high degree of safety.

S&S® FINLESS STEEL RACING CYLINDERS

Bore Size Part
Minimum Maximum

Number
Cylinder Cylinder
Length Length

35⁄8" - 313⁄16" 1936-99 91-4011 3.000" 5.800"

4" bore 1984-up 91-4013 3.000" 5.800"

41⁄4" - 43⁄8" bore 1984-up 91-4014 3.000" 5.800"

41⁄2" bore 1984-up 91-4015 3.000" 5.800"

4.600" bore 1984-up 91-4016 3.000" 5.800"

4.800" bore 1984-up 91-4017 3.000" 5.800"

* Cylinder length measured from base gasket surface to head gasket surface.

S&S® FINNED ALUMINUM RACING CYLINDERS

Bore Size Part
Minimum Maximum

Number
Cylinder Cylinder
Length Length

4.375" 91-4018 4.500" 5.800"

4.600" 91-4019 4.500" 5.800"

4.800" 91-4020 4.500" 5.800"

5.000" - 5.125" 91-4022 4.500" 5.800"

* Cylinder length measured from base gasket surface to head gasket surface.

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
All racing cylinders are special order, and are custom
machined to customer specifications. A special order
sheet must be filled out and must accompany any
racing cylinder order.  Special order sheets will be
mailed or faxed on request, or may be downloaded in
pdf format from our website at www.sscycle.com. 
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S&S Racing Cylinders are sold in pairs, and do not include
pistons, hardware, or gaskets.  These items must be purchased
separately.  See the chart below for available bore sizes and
part numbers.
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Cylinders

S&S steel racing cylinders feature replaceable ductile iron liners.  See the chart below for part number of required sleeve.
Dimensions are shown for identification purposes.  S&S offers a resleeving service for S&S steel cylinders. Cylinders will be
resleeved by S&S technicians for a nominal labor charge plus the price of the sleeve.

CYLINDER SLEEVES FOR S&S RACING CYLINDERS

HARDWARE FOR S&S RACING CYLINDERS
Screw, SHC, 3⁄8" -16 x 11⁄4"  (10 Pack) ............................50-0177
Screw, SHC, 3⁄8"-16 x 11⁄2" .............................................50-0160
Screw, SHC, 3⁄8"-24 x 3", Grade 8 ...............................50-0169
Screw, SHC, 7⁄16" x 20 x 11⁄4"  (5 Pack) ...........................50-0182 
Screw, SHC, 7⁄16"-14 x 11⁄2" ............................................50-0173
Screw, SHC, 7⁄16"-14 x 13⁄4" Grade 8 .............................50-0174
Screw, HHCS, 7⁄16" -20 x 21⁄4" ........................................50-0181
Screw, HHCS, 7⁄16"-20 x 3"............................................50-0183
Screw, HHCS, 7⁄16"-20 x 33⁄4"..........................................50-0184
Screw, HHCS, 1⁄2" -20 x 33⁄4" .........................................50-0207
Screw, HHCS, 1⁄2"-20 x 21⁄4" (H-D#3958) ..........................50-0205
Washer, V2 head bolt 1⁄2" x 1" x .250"  (10 Pack) .......50-7095
Nut, 12 point 5⁄16" -24 ..................................................50-5024
Nut, 12 point 3⁄8" -24 ...................................................50-5038
Nut, 12 point 7⁄16"-20....................................................50-5046

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
You will need to provide the following information when ordering steel cylinders:

■■ Nitro or gas?

■■ Crankcase deck height.

■■ Head bolt fastener type.

■■ Head bolt pattern.

■■ Cylinder spigot diameter.

■■ Base bolt fastener type.

■■ Base bolt pattern.

■■ Cylinder spigot length.*

■■ Head sealing method.

■■ Cylinder length.*

■■ Finished bore size if known.

REPLACEMENT CYLINDER SLEEVES 
FOR S&S RACING CYLINDERS

Cylinder Part Sleeve Sleeve Sleeve
Bore Size Number I.D. O.D. Length

3.438"- 3.500" 93-4802 3.395" 3.740" 7.250"

3.625"- 3.813" 93-4852 3.575" 3.975" 8.750"

4.000" 93-4805 3.900" 4.250" 8.750"

4.250"- 4.375" 93-4806 4.175" 4.625" 8.750"

4.500" 93-4809 4.275" 4.750" 8.600"

4.600" 93-4807 4.450" 4.825" 8.750"

4.800" 93-4808 4.700" 5.025" 8.750"

5.000 - 5.125" 93-4810 4.950" 5.325" 8.750"

Pictured:  Replacement finned
aluminum cylinders for racing
engines.

CONTINUED...
S&S® Racing Cylinders

HEAD GASKETS AND SEALS

O-ring viton 4" I.D......................................................................50-8036
Viton string .070 diameter x 36" .............................................50-8065
Copper shim plate .020", 6" x 6", 2 each. ..............................93-2102
Head gasket, copper, 35⁄8" x .045" Evolution® .........................93-1100
Head gasket, copper, 4" x .045", S&S Evolution®...................93-1030
Head gasket, copper, 41⁄8" x .045", S&S Pattern (2 Pack) .......93-1081  
Head gasket, copper, stock bore x .032" Shovel (10 Pack) .....93-1061
Head gasket, copper, 35⁄8" x .032", Shovel (10 Pack) ................93-1062
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S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG FIN CYLINDER HEADS

If you are looking for a way to make your S&S 124"
SSW+ or 124" twin cam style S&S engine more
competitive at the drag strip, this is how it is done.
Introducing the Special Application Racing Cylinder
Head kits. There are five kits available for S&S 124's, two
for S&S 124" SSW+ engines and three for S&S 124" twin
cam style S&S engines.  For each engine type there are
kits for carbureted engines and for engines equipped
with S&S Variable Fuel Injection (VFI).  

THE HEART OF EACH KIT...
is a set of high flowing Special Application Big Fin
cylinder heads.  These are high flowing racing heads,
designed to replace the standard S&S Super Stock® heads
that we supply on our 124" SSW+ and twin cam style S&S
engines.  They are intended for applications where top
end horsepower is the most important consideration.

THE BIG FIN DESIGN...
THE SA BIG FIN HEADS...
are .200" taller than stock which makes it necessary to
use special length pushrods.  The intake and exhaust
ports are "cast to shape" versions of the CNC
machined ports used in the Tribute heads, offering the
same flow characteristics without the high price.
Exhaust port adapters and flanges are included to
make it easy to fabricate a custom exhaust system.
Heads are machined to accept S&S compression
releases as well as all required temperature sensors
and vent fittings.  The combustion chamber which was
designed specifically for 124" applications, requires a
special piston with a dome shape that compliments
the shape of the combustion chamber in order to
enhance flow and combustion chamber turbulence for
better flame travel and more efficient combustion.
This piston and head combination yields a compression
ratio of 12:1 when installed in an S&S 124" SSW+ or
twin cam style S&S engine.  Cylinder heads have
highlighted fins and are available in natural aluminum
finish only.  Pistons of the correct oversize must be
purchased separately.  See the piston selection chart
on the next page.

Pictured below:  S&S VFI Big Fin Head Kit

Pictured:  Carbureted Big Fin Head Kit

Some people may be hard to satisfy, but we don't mind.  So
the 130 hp from a 124" SSW+ or S&S 124" twin cam style S&
engine just isn't enough, and you're looking for more? Well
that's okay because there's more where that came from!

Continued on next page...

offers superior cooling which is so important for big
inch high performance engines.  These heads are a 41⁄8"
bore version of the heads used on the legendary
Tribute 145 engines.  Like the Tribute heads, the SA Big
Fin heads are assembled with the same 2.220" intake
valves, 1.800" exhaust valves, and S&S .660" lift valve
springs with titanium top collars. 

SOME PEOPLE ARE NEVER SATISFIED!
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Cylinder Heads

KIT CONTENTS 
Cylinder head kits for 124" carbureted engines include a set
of S&S Big Fin cylinder heads, special length pushrods, a
Super D manifold, and all required gaskets, flanges and
seals.  Super D carb is not included.  Pistons must be
purchased separately.

Cylinder head kits for 124" engines equipped with S&S
Variable Fuel Injection (VFI) include a set of S&S Big Fin
cylinder heads, special length pushrods, a special VFI
throttle body with dual 21⁄16" throttle bores complete with
throttle position sensor, idle air motor, and high capacity
fuel injectors*, a high flowing VFI manifold assembly, a
high flowing VFI air cleaner, and all required gaskets,
flanges and seals.  S&S VFI module is not included.  Pistons
must be purchased separately.

* The same type of injectors used in the Tribute 145 engines.

This dyno chart compares the torque and horsepower of a 124"
SSW+ engine with the standard Super Stock® heads and Super G
carb, just the way we sell them for the street, and with the same
engine with S&S SA Big Fin heads, Super D carb, and 2 1⁄4" drag pipes.
The slight dip in midrange torque and good high rpm horsepower
on the top curve is typical of a straight exhaust system.
Dyno results from Dynojet 150 chassis dynamometer at S&S Cycle's
Research & Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.

S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION REPLACEMENT
41⁄8" BORE CYLINDER HEAD SETS
S&S Special Application Cylinder head sets are also available
separately for replacement and custom applications.  

These are machined heads without valves or valve springs.

S&S 41⁄8" Bore Evolution® Style Big Twin, Set........90-1120

S&S 41⁄8" Bore Twin Cam Style, Set ........................90-1121

Intake Valve............................................................90-2127

Exhaust Valve .........................................................90-2128

PISTONS MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY 
These pistons are required for S&S Special Application Cylinder Head Kits.  Pistons are
clearanced for 45/8" stroke in 124" engines.  Piston kit includes two pistons complete
with wristpins and piston rings.  Replacement piston rings are also available.

REPLACEMENT FLANGES AND SEALS 
FOR S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG FIN CYLINDER HEADS

Intake Flanges: Front. ..........................16-0247
Rear.............................16-0248

Intake Seals (6 pack) .................................16-0246

Exhaust Gaskets (6 pack) ...............................93-1083

Exhaust Gaskets & Snap Ring (2 Each) .....90-1900

Exhaust Flange................................................55-6021

Exhaust Pipe Adapter...................................55-6022

SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG FIN CYLINDER HEAD KITS FOR S&S® 124" ENGINES
Engine Type Carbureted VFI 1996-'01 Style VFI 2001-'03 Style

S&S 124" SSW+ Evolution® Style 90-1122 90-1123 NA

S&S 124" Twin Cam Style 90-1124 90-1125 90-1129

PISTON SELECTION CHART - 124" ENGINES 
WITH S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION BIG FIN CYLINDER HEADS

Oversize Piston Kit Part Number Piston Ring Part Number*

41⁄8" Std. 92-1580 94-1400X

+.010" 92-1581 94-1401X

+.020" 92-1582 94-1402X

CONTINUED...
S&S® Special Application Big Fin Cylinder Heads
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S&S Special Application heads are intended for racing and
radical street applications with high cfm requirements.
They are specifically designed for maximum structural
integrity and heat dissipation. For maximum versatility SA
heads are available in three stages of completion:
unfinished, semi-finished, and fully machined. Due to the
complex machining required to complete unfinished and
semi-finished heads, we recommend them only for
professional engine builders with extensive machining
capabilities. Fully machined SA heads require some
finishing and final assembly. All SA heads, regardless of
part number or options, are shipped unassembled. This
allows the builder to finish them exactly as required.

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION HEADS 
FOR EVOLUTION® STYLE BIG TWIN & SPORTSTER® ENGINES

SPECIAL DESIGN FEATURES:
SA heads are cast from 356 aluminum alloy and heat-
treated to T6 specifications. Precise CNC machining insures
dimensional accuracy. The SA cylinder heads are designed
for engines with a minimum cylinder bore of 4", and will
accommodate cylinder bores up to 41⁄2".  Head bolt circles
of 5.675" with 1⁄2" head bolts or 5.750" with 7⁄16" head bolts
can be used. S&S can match the industry's more common
bolt patterns if requested at time of order.  Other patterns
can be machined if a print is provided. Head gasket
surfaces feature sufficient material for machining to adjust
compression ratio without compromising structural
integrity.  Both internal and external oil return passages
are provided on finished SA heads. Heads include plugs for
blocking off the external drains if not required.

THE LARGE SA INTAKE PORT... 
is located approximately .500" higher than stock which
may cause interference problems with the top motor
mount, particularly in rubber-mount chassis. The intake
port utilizes a directional vane similar to the one used in
the intake port of  S&S Super Stock® heads. The vane
routes the incoming fuel-air mixture around the valve
stem and guide to minimize turbulence and improve flow
and cylinder fill. With minimal finish porting of a fully
machined SA head, intake flow is typically 195 cfm at 10"
water and 0.700" lift.  Professional porting is
recommended in order to achieve the full potential of
these heads.  NOTE: Flow figures are based on measurements
obtained with a SuperFlow 600 flow bench at the S&S
Research and Development facility in Viola, WI.

THE UNIQUE DESIGN...
of the SA intake port requires the use of a special intake
manifold and mounting hardware.  This manifold is not
included in the head kit and must be ordered separately.
This manifold will be machined to customer specifications
for manifold length and bore size.  Port to port
measurements must be supplied for mock-up or
assembled engines.  See page 11-13.

THE EXHAUST PORT...
has also been relocated in SA heads, requiring that a
special exhaust system be fabricated. To assist the builder,
exhaust pipe starter adapters are included with some fully
machined head kits. Some builders weld pipes to the
exhaust adapters while others attach them with heavy
springs. Weld-on spring tabs for pipes are included with
the adapters.  Typical exhaust flow with minimal finish
porting is 147 cfm at 10" water.

NOTE:
SA cylinder heads add approximately .300" to
engine height (compared to stock heads), causing
interference problems in some chassis.  

Pushrods for engines with S&S SA cylinder heads
must be .200" taller than they would be with stock
heads, but the pushrod cover keepers will be the
same length as with stock heads.

N
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VALVE TRAIN COMPONENTS
The valves, seats, and guides used in SA heads are
compatible with exotic fuels and are designed to withstand
the high valve spring pressures required for high rpm
operation. Standard SA intake valve diameter is 2.100".
Standard exhaust valve size is 1.750". Both cast iron and
bronze valve guides are available. Cast guides are
recommended for moderate duty and where longevity is a
consideration. The maximum lift recommended for cast
iron guides is 0.700". Bronze guides being .105" shorter
than cast iron guides, can accommodate higher lifts and are
recommended for severe duty applications where longevity
is not a primary concern. See page 11-56 for S&S valve
spring kits recommended for SA heads.

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
The combustion chamber in completely machined SA heads
is similar to the closed, high-quench chamber used in 31⁄2"
and 35⁄8" bore Super Stock® heads. SA squish shelves are
rounded to improve combustion chamber dynamics in large
displacement, high-revving engines. Heads may also be
purchased with the combustion chambers unmachined. 

WHEN ORDERING S&S SPECIAL APPLICATION
CYLINDER HEADS YOU WILL NEED THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 

■■ Engine style.

■■ Crankcase deck height.

■■ Install valve guides?

■■ Iron or bronze valve guides?

■■ Seat pocket profile.

■■ Spark plug thread pitch.

■■ Head bolt pattern.

■■ Install valve seats?

■■ Oil return machining.

■■ S&S chamber machining or no chamber machining?

SPECIAL APPLICATION EVOLUTION® STYLE 
S&S® CYLINDER HEAD KIT – FULLY MACHINED

90-1406

SPECIAL APPLICATION CYLINDER HEAD KIT
FULLY MACHINED, SPECIAL ORDER
Includes completely machined front and rear cylinder
heads with valve seats and guides installed. Additional
parts which are not installed include: valves, seals,
manifold mounting hardware, and exhaust flanges.
Valve springs are available separately. (See page 11-56.)
The engine builder must perform final fitting and
assembly of SA heads.
............................................................................90-1406

NOTE:  Manifolds must be purchased separately.

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
A special order sheet must be filled out before an
order can be entered. Special order sheets will be
mailed or faxed on request, or they may be
downloaded in pdf format from our website at
www.sscycle.com.N
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SA CYLINDER HEAD KITS - SEMI-FINISHED 
Includes front and rear cylinder heads with finish machining
on rocker cover gasket surfaces, Sportster-style front motor
mounts, and manifold mounting bosses. Valve guide holes
and valve spring pockets are sized. Valve spring pads, intake
and exhaust ports, and head gasket surfaces are "cleaned up"
to provide the machinist with a reference point. All other
machine work is left to the customer. Head bolt holes,
pushrod cover counterbores, spark plug holes, oil return
passages, and combustion chambers are not machined. Valves,
valve guides, seats, and seals are included but not installed.

SA CYLINDER HEAD KITS - UNFINISHED
Includes front and rear cylinder heads with
rocker cover gasket surfaces finished to
provide the machinist with a reference point.
All other machine work is left to the customer.
No valves, valve guides, or other hardware is
included.

SPECIAL APPLICATION HEADS ONLY
FULLY MACHINED – SPECIAL ORDER

Set.....................................90-1405

Front ...............................90-1405F

Rear ................................90-1405R

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION CYLINDER HEADS
SEMI-FINISHED AND UNFINISHED

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION HEADS ONLY
FULLY MACHINED
These bare heads are generally used for replacement of existing special application heads.  Includes completely machined
front and rear heads with valve seats and guides installed. Also includes valves and seals. Does not include valve springs,
collars, keepers, intake manifold, mounting hardware, or exhaust pipe starter adapters.  Special order sheet required.

Set............................................90-1404

Front........................................90-1404F

Rear .........................................90-1404R

Fully Machined

Semi-Finished

Unfinished

Set.........................90-1402

Front.....................90-1402F

Rear ......................90-1402R
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1. Cylinder head - 1984-'99 
See Cylinder Head Section 
on page 11-55 of this section.

2. Valve
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL

Intake - 2.100" diameter x +.289" longer
.....................................................90-2013

Exhaust - 1.750" diameter x +.284" longer
.....................................................90-2012

3. Valve seat 
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL
Intake - 2.100" diameter ..............90-2006
Exhaust - 1.750" diameter ...........90-2007

4. Valve guide - intake or exhaust
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL

Standard- cast (H-D#18112-92) .....90-2210

Standard - bronze........................90-2220

+.001" - cast (H-D#18130-83C).......90-2211

+.002" - cast (H-D#18133-83A).......90-2212

+.003" - cast (H-D#18131-83C).......90-2213

+.030" - cast ...............................90-2219

+.030" - bronze ............................90-2229

5. Valve spring shim - 1984-'99
All S&S Evolution® BT & XL

.015" (5 Pack)...............................50-7161

.030" (5 Pack)...............................50-7162

6. Valve spring kit
See "Valve Train" on page 11-55 of this Section.

7. Valve guide seal
Intake or exhaust - 1984-'99
All S&S Evolution® BT & XL 
(H-D#18001-83A) (8 Pack)..............90-2158

8. Head mount bolt - 3⁄8" -16 x 11⁄4" 
(H-D#4716W) .................................50-0168

9. Flat washer - 3⁄8" (H-D#6019) .........50-7051

10. Head bolt assembly
All S&S Evolution® BT & XL 
See "Top End Hardware" Section 4.

11. Thread conversion insert
1⁄2"-13 to 5⁄16" -18............................50-8151

12. Intake manifold
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL ..16-3619
See "Manifolds" on page 11-13 of this section.

13. Screw, hex head - 5⁄16" -18 x 1" 
(H-D#3987,4017) (10 Pack) ............50-0155

14. Lock washer - 5⁄16" 
(H-D#7041) (10 Pack) ....................50-7077

15. Manifold mounting flange - 4 bolt 
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL...16-0239

16. Manifold o-ring 
All S&S Evolution® BT & XL
(10 Pack) ......................................16-0243

17. Screw, socket head - 5⁄16" -18 x 1"
(H-D#3201WA) (10 Pack) ...............50-0145

18. Exhaust pipe mounting flange, 4-bolt
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL ...55-6001

19. Exhaust pipe starter adapter
S&S Special Application..............55-6002

20. Alignment dowel - 1⁄4" diameter x 1⁄2"
All S&S SA Evolution® BT & XL
(5 Pack) ........................................50-8105

REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION CYLINDER HEADS  
Use this line drawing to identify the replacement part required.  NOTE: H-D® part numbers shown are for reference only.
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Pictured:  S&S 90-1452 fully machined Pro Stock cylinder
heads.  These "race only" heads were designed
specifically for the S&S Pro Stock engines.  A variety of
head bolt pattern options are available.  A special order
sheet must accompany orders for Prostock heads.

S&S® CAST PRO STOCK CYLINDER HEADS

PRO STOCK CYLINDER HEADS...
are available in minimum machined, and fully machined special
order versions. Minimum machined heads have the rocker box and
head gasket surfaces only machined.  Due to the complex machining
required to complete minimum machined heads, we recommend
them only for professional engine builders with extensive machining
capabilities. Fully machined cylinder heads are made to customer
specifications, and can be machined to fit the pushrod geometry of
a number of crankcase styles and with a number of head bolt
patterns.  Valve springs are not included, but special .800" lift valve
springs are available from S&S.  See page 11-54.

Fully machined cylinder heads are a special order
item, and a special order sheet must be filled out
and must accompany the order. Special order
sheets can be mailed or faxed on request,  and
are also available for down load in pdf format
from our website at www.sscycle.com.

S&S PRO STOCK CYLINDER HEAD 
MINIMUM MACHINING 
...................................................................90-1450

S&S PRO STOCK CYLINDER HEAD
FULLY MACHINED - SPECIAL ORDER
...................................................................90-1452

SPECIAL ORDER SHEET REQUIRED:
Fully machined cylinder heads are a special order item, and a
special order sheet must be filled out and must accompany
the order. Special order sheets can be mailed or faxed on
request,  and are also available for down load in pdf format
from our website at www.sscycle.com.N
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S&S Cast Pro Stock Cylinder heads are "race only" cylinder heads
designed specifically for the S&S Pro Stock  engine. They are made
from A206 grade aluminum alloy and feature 2.450" intake valves,
1.900" exhaust valves, and are available with CNC machined ports
and chambers.  Minimum cylinder bore size is 4.500".   
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Cylinder Heads
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REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR S&S® PRO STOCK CYLINDER HEADS

1. Valve
Intake, 2.450", S&S Pro Stock.....90-2023
Exhaust, 1.900", S&S Pro Stock..90-2024

2. Valve seat
Intake, 2.450", S&S Pro Stock.....90-2123
Exhaust, 1.900", S&S Pro Stock..90-2124

3. Valve guide, intake/exhaust, 11⁄32"
....................................................90-2224

4. Valve guide seal, 11⁄32"...................90-2033

5. Manifold mounting flanges
Three-bolt Pro Stock...................16-0240
(Includes front and rear flanges.)

6. O-ring, 25⁄8" I.D. x 27⁄8" O.D...........50-8047

7. Screw, SHCS, 1⁄4" -20 x 1" 
(10 Pack) .....................................50-0244

8. Exhaust pipe mounting flange - Pro Stock
....................................................55-6004

9. Screw, SHCS, 5⁄16"-19 x 1" 
(10 Pack) .....................................50-0145

10. Washer, head bolt .250" thick
(10 Pack) .....................................50-7095

11. Head bolt
1⁄2"-20 x 5" HHCS, grade 8...........50-0211
1⁄2"-20 x 3" HHCS, grade 8...........50-0206

12. Screw, SHCS, 3⁄8"-16 x 11⁄2"...........50-0160
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RACING VALVE SPRINGS

1984-'99 BIG TWIN AND 1986-'03 SPORTSTER® ENGINES
For S&S® Super Stock®, Special Application, or other heads which can accept a
larger than stock O.D. outer spring.  Stock spring O.D. equals approximately
1.400".  See descriptions below for outer spring O.D. of specific spring kits.  S&S
Racing valve springs are designed to be used with "no shoulder" style valve
guides. Special keepers fit stock 5⁄16" diameter stemmed valves and S&S collars
only. Prostock spring kits include keepers for valves with 11⁄32" stems.  Kits include
4 titanium top collars, 4 bottom collars, 4 outer, 4 middle, and 4 inner valve
springs, 8 valve keepers, 4 each .015" shims and .030" shims.

.660" LIFT 
TRIPLE VALVE SPRING KIT
WITH TITANIUM TOP COLLARS

...............................................90-2079

.720" LIFT TRIPLE VALVE SPRING KIT 
WITH TITANIUM TOP COLLARS

■■  Typically used with bronze guides

■■  1.975" installed height, 

■■  1.570" O.D. outer spring

■■  Valve spring seat pressure equals 216 lbs.

■■  Valve spring open pressure @ .720" equals 540 lbs. 

■■  Coil bind @ 1.130".
..........................................................90-2080

.800" LIFT TRIPLE VALVE SPRING KIT
WITH TITANIUM TOP COLLARS
SA version is for valves with 5⁄16" stem. Prostock valve
spring kit accepts S&S 11⁄32" valve stem.

■■  Typically used with bronze guides

■■  2.000" installed height 

■■  1.650" O.D. outer spring

■■  Valve spring seat pressure equals 285 lbs.

■■  Valve spring open pressure @ .800" equals 790 lbs. 

■■  Coil bind @ 1.140".

.800" LIFT SA SPRING KIT 
5⁄16" Stem....................................................90-2081

.800" LIFT PROSTOCK VALVE SPRING KIT
11⁄32" Stem...................................................90-2082

NOTE:
This kit can be used to replace the S&S spring combination installed in early
.630" lift S&S heads. Requires the use of S&S .085" longer intake valve 90-2004
and exhaust valve 90-2005 - typically used with cast iron guides, 1.900"
installed height, 1.550" O.D. outer spring, middle spring is flat style and serves
as a harmonic dampener.  Valve spring seat pressure equals 210 lbs., and open
pressure @ .660" is about 520 lbs. Coil bind @ 1.175".
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90-2079

90-2080

90-2081
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Valve Springs

Top collar set - titanium .660"/.720" lift - (Includes 4 each).........................90-2155

Top collar set- titanium  all .800" lift - (Includes 4 each)..............................90-2154

Bottom collar - .660" lift - (Each) ...................................................................90-2090

Bottom collar - .720"/.800" lift - (Each) .........................................................90-2052

Outer, middle & inner valve spring set - .660" lift - (Includes 4 each).........90-2150

Outer, middle & inner valve spring set - .720" lift - (Includes 4 each).........90-2151

Outer, middle & inner valve spring set - .800" lift - (Includes 4 each).........90-2152

Valve keeper set 5⁄16" valve stem SA - (Includes 8 pieces)...........................90-2153

Valve keeper set 11⁄32" valve stem PS - (Includes 8 pieces) .........................90-2156

Shim - .015" - (5 Pack) .....................................................................................50-7161

Shim - .030" - (5 Pack) .....................................................................................50-7162

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
FOR S&S® RACING VALVE SPRINGS 
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These Sportster style S&S camshafts are especially designed for the S&S
Cast Pro Stock engine.  The cams are designed so that the position of
the cam lobes can be adjusted on the shaft, allowing the engine
builder to customize the timing of the cams.  Lobes are meant to be
welded in place when set to the desired position.  Typical intake
center line angle range is 105° to 116°.  Typical exhaust centerline
angle range is 110° to 116°.  Pro Stock  camshafts are available for
1986-'90 (four-speed) cam geometry only. 

PRO STOCK SPORTSTER® STYLE S&S® RACING CAMSHAFTS

PRO STOCK SPORTSTER STYLE S&S RACING CAMSHAFTS
....................................................................................................33-5085

S&S® PRO STOCK CAMSHAFT SPECIFICATIONS

Valve Timing
Valve Duration

Valve Lift
Centerline Lift @ TDCOpen/Close 1.625:1

Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

Adjustable Adjustable 279° 298° .800" Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable

Rocker
Ratio
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Rocker Arms

Stock rocker arms for Evolution® and Twin Cam 88® engines have a
rocker ratio of 1.625:1.  Theoretically, that means that for every .100"
of tappet travel (cam lift), the valve will move .1625". S&S special
1.725:1 ratio rocker arms are designed to increase valve lift without
increasing lifter travel.  For the same .100” of tappet travel, the valve
will theoretically move .1725" with 1.725:1 rocker arms.  A cam
designed for .600 lift with stock rocker arms will produce .637" valve
lift with 1.725:1 ratio rocker arms.  In practice, however, the valve
travel will be slightly less due to deflection of valve train components
such as rocker arms and pushrods.  High spring force at maximum lift
makes this deflection loss more pronounced. 

SPECIAL S&S® 1.725:1 RATIO ROCKER ARMS

ROLLER ROCKER ARM SET 

1.725:1 Ratio ............................90-4098

ROCKER ARM SHAFTS

Each (H-D®#17611-83)

.........................................90-4006

Set  (Includes 4 each 90-4006)
.....................................90-4036

The immediate benefit of the 1.725:1 rocker arms is that additional valve
lift can be obtained without increased tappet travel (cam lift).  In racing
applications where very high lifts are required, a lower cam profile will
reduce clearance problems between cam lobes and tappet guides and
between tappet rollers and tappet guides.  

To reduce valve train deflection and the possibility of breakage, S&S
rocker arms are forged from 4140 chrome moly steel and are then heat
treated and shot peened for maximum strength and fatigue resistance. To
further increase strength, these rocker arms are reinforced in critical
areas.  The combination of superior material and  design makes them very
strong and rigid while eliminating stress areas that can cause other rocker
arms to break. A further improvement in design is that the rocker shaft
bushings in S&S rocker arms are 3⁄4" long compared to the stock 1⁄2" long
bushings.  The longer bushings provide 50% more bearing support area
to handle high spring loads.

90-4036

90-4098

NOTE:
The use of 1.725:1 ratio rocker
arms will increase stress on cams,
tappets, and pushrods.  For this
reason they are recommended
for racing only and not for street
applications.
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SPECIAL ORDER S&S® PUSHRODS 

PPUUSSHHRROODDSS  IINN  TTHHIISS  RRAACCIINNGG  SSEECCTTIIOONN  AARREE  SSPPEECCIIAALL  OORRDDEERR  OONNLLYY..    

For stock lengths and styles refer to the "Top End" Section 4 of this Catalog.

S&S offers special hardened steel pushrods for racing applications that require
the utmost strength and rigidity.  Available in sets of four nonadjustable
pushrods with .375" diameter ball ends.  These pushrods can be used in
Shovelhead, Evolution® big twin and Sportster®, Twin Cam 88®, and S&S Prostock
engines with adjustable solid tappets.  Please specify pushrod length and
whether you wish the ball ends to be installed.  

Hardened pushrod tubing is also available in 12" lengths for engine builders who
wish to fabricate their own pushrods.

S&S HARDENED RACING PUSHRODS 

S&S® SPECIAL ORDER PUSHRODS 

Engine Style Part Number

Evolution® Big Twin and Twin Cam 88® 93-5073

Evolution Sportster® 93-5036

Shovelhead – Adjustable Pushrods – With Non-adjustable Tappet adapters 93-5063

Shovelhead – Non-adjustable Pushrods – With Adjustable Tappet adapters 93-5062

Shovelhead – Non-adjustable Pushrods Only 93-5026

Shovelhead – Stock Style Adjustable Pushrods For Use With Hydraulic  Tappets 93-5071

Panhead – Non-adjustable Pushrods – With Adjustable Tappet adapters 93-5028

Panhead – Non-adjustable Pushrods Only 93-5027

Panhead – Stock Style Adjustable Pushrods For Use With Hydraulic Tappets 93-5092

Knucklehead – Non-adjustable Pushrods 93-5045

Ironhead Sportster 1957-'85 Non-adjustable Pushrods 93-5035

S&S® HARDENED RACING PUSHRODS

Adjustable Hardened Pushrods -- Special Order - Twin Cam 93-5115

Adjustable Hardened Pushrods -- Special Order - Evolution® Big Twin 93-5116

Adjustable Hardened Pushrods -- Special Order - Evolution Sportster® 93-5117

Hardened Racing Pushrod Set -- Nonadjustable Pushrods -- Shovelhead, Evolution, Twin Cam 88, and Prostock Style 93-5101

Hardened Pushrod Tubing -- 1 Piece 12" Long 50-1069

Pushrod Ball Ends -- .375" Diameter 93-5077
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Engines

RACING ENGINE PACKAGES FROM S&S®!
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH G2 MOTORSPORTS!

S&S parts have powered countless racers to the winners circle since we opened our doors in 1958. S&S has teamed up with 
G Squared Motorsports to offer complete race ready engine packages for a variety of classes – AHDRA Hot Street, Pro Gas and
Street Pro and NHRA Pro Stock!  

G Squared Motorsports, Inc. was formed by George Bryce of Star Racing and S&S's own George B. Smith to combine their
talents to work with S&S Cycle to develop, test, and make available, high performance engine packages that are competitive
at the highest levels - readily attainable for our most discerning and demanding customers!

S&S BILLET PRO STOCK ENGINE

The S&S billet Pro Stock Engine is one "Beautiful Beast!"
S&S billet Pro Stock Engine – available exclusively
through G Squared Motorsports!

This is the same engine you've seen G Squared and does use in
competition at NHRA and AHDRA races.  The S&S Pro Stock
billet engine is a 160 cubic inch pushrod engine in a 60° V-Twin
configuration. This engine configuration is legal for
competition in the NHRA Pro Stock and AHDRA Pro Gas
divisions.  The S&S Pro Stock engine is built with special S&S
billet crankcases, cylinders, and heads, and features an
integral 6-speed automatic transmission.  Twin downdraft
manifolds and large diameter throttle bodies for S&S Variable
Fuel Injection (VFI) are standard equipment on this engine.

(Available exclusively through G2 Motorsports.)

PRO STOCK DOWNDRAFT BILLET ENGINE
(Includes transmission.) .................................................31-9710 

S&S PRO STOCK 
6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
(Available separately.) ...................................................56-1089

■■ 160" displacement, 60° V-Twin pushrod configuration.

■■ Billet crankcases with integral transmission housing.

■■ Billet steel Pro Stock style flywheel assembly.

■■ Billet aluminum rods with 1.500" crankpin.

■■ Billet Pro Stock cylinder heads.

■■ S&S Steel Pro Stock cylinders.

■■ Pro Stock VFI manifolds, throttle bodies & S&S ProTune
Fuel Injection.

■■ Six-speed automatic transmission. 

■■ Turn-key includes ignition system, transmission,
output sprocket, etc. assembled.

■■ WON NHRA'S "BEST ENGINEERED VEHICLE AWARD"
■■ QUALIFIED #2 AT 1ST RACE WITH A 7.12 ET

G Squared Motorsports, Inc.
P.O. Box 1241   •   Americus, GA   31709

Phone: 229-924-0031     Fax: 229-928-2321
Email: g2motorsports@bellsouth.net

Website: www.g2motorsports.net

For more information and a full line of parts and
support items, contact G2 Motorsports:
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Pictured: S&S Street Pro Engine.  In 2003 G Squared Motorsports
and Chip Ellis used the S&S Street Pro Engine to set the AHDRA
National Record of 8.96 second ET at Bristol, Tennessee.

The twin cam style S&S Street Pro engine was first introduced as part of
the Tribute 145 finale in August of 2003, at the Broken Spoke Saloon in
Sturgis, SD.  A Street Pro bike built by S&S, G Squared Motorsports and
Gail's Harley-Davidson® was a result of George Smith's desire to build a
big bore twin cam style competition engine and Brett Smith's desire to
pay tribute to S&S Cycle's racings roots. 

S&S and G Squared Motorsports offer a number of engine packages
designed for competition in the AHDRA Street Pro Class ranging from
120" to 139" (the 120" is also AHDRA Pro Mod legal).  All S&S Street Pro
engines are 45° V-Twins, built with the S&S TCSA crankcases including the
S&S gear drive cams.  

THESE TWIN CAM STYLE S&S ENGINES...
are available with either Twin Cam 88® or
Evolution® style rear motor mounts.  Engines
with the Twin Cam 88 style rear motor mount are
intended for use with Harley-Davidson® Twin
Cam 88 transmission.  Engines with the Evolution
style rear motor mount can be installed in any
Evolution style frame, providing the frame will
accommodate the taller heads and Pro Stock
style exhaust location.

■■ Twin cam style S&S Special Application
crankcases. 

■■ Twin Cam 88 or Evolution style rear motor
mount.

■■ S&S gear drive cams.

■■ S&S Pro Stock style flywheel assembly.

■■ 8.500" billet aluminum rods with 1.500"
crankpin.

■■ S&S cast Pro Stock cylinder heads w/electronic
compression releases.

■■ Dual S&S Super D carburetors with air
cleaner assemblies. 

■■ Turn key options, ignition system, driveline
components, etc. Available from G2

Motorsports.

S&S® STREET PRO ENGINES – 
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH G SQUARED MOTORSPORTS

S&S® STREET PRO TWIN CAM STYLE ENGINES 
Displacement Bore Stroke Chassis Style S&S Part No.

120" (Also Pro Mod) 4.600" 3.600" Twin Cam 88® 31-9355

120" (Also Pro Mod) 4.600" 3.600" Twin Cam 88/Evolution® 31-9357

133" 4.600" 4.000" Twin Cam 88 31-9317

133" 4.600" 4.000" Twin Cam 88/Evolution 31-9419

139" 4.600" 4.187" Twin Cam 88 31-9356

139" 4.600" 4.187" Twin Cam 88/Evolution 31-9527

139" 4.800" 3.850" Twin Cam 88 31-9421

139" 4.800" 3.850" Twin Cam 88/Evolution 31-9420

G Squared Motorsports, Inc.
P.O. Box 1241   •   Americus, GA   31709

Phone: 229-924-0031     Fax: 229-928-2321
Email: g2motorsports@bellsouth.net

Website: www.g2motorsports.net

For more information and a full line of parts and support items,
contact G2 Motorsports:
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S&S® TCSA ENGINES USING TWIN CAM STYLE 
SPECIAL APPLICATION CRANKCASES
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH G SQUARED MOTORSPORTS!

S&S is offering 43⁄8" bore large displacement engines to
racers and custom bike builders.  These engines have the
same general specifications as the original Tribute 145
Evolution® style engines, but now are offered in a Twin
Cam style version in two different strokes, 43⁄16" and 413⁄16".
The TCSA 126" and 145" are available unassembled and
in natural finish only.  Fuel system options include S&S
Variable Fuel injection or an S&S Super D carburetor.
Fuel systems must be purchased separately.  All S&S
engines using TCSA crankcases are available exclusively
through G Squared Motorsports.

■■ S&S 126" or 145" displacement engines.
126" (4.375" bore x 4.187" stroke) 
145" (4.375" bore x 4.813" stroke)

■■ TCSA cases for Twin Cam 88® or Evolution® style chassis.

■■ Twin cam style S&S oil pump

■■ .640 gear drive cams – 126"

■■ .675  gear drive cams – 145"

■■ Pressed assembly crankshaft. 

■■ Big Fin "B2" cylinder heads.

■■ S&S Variable Fuel Injection or S&S Super D carburetor.
Available separately with air horns.

■■ Natural finish only.

■■ Turn key options, assembled or unassembled, etc.

S&S® TCSA LARGE DISPLACEMENT ENGINES 

Displacement Bore Stroke Chassis Style S&S Part No.

126" 4.375" 4.1875" Twin Cam 88® 31-9757

126" 4.375" 4.1875" Evolution® 31-9758

145" 4.375" 4.8125" Twin Cam 88® 31-9754

145" 4.375" 4.8125" Evolution 31-9755

Pictured:  S&S TCSA twin cam style S&S engine with twin
cam style S&S oil pump and pork-chopped flywheels.

G Squared Motorsports, Inc.
P.O. Box 1241   •   Americus, GA   31709

Phone: 229-924-0031     Fax: 229-928-2321
Email: g2motorsports@bellsouth.net

Website: www.g2motorsports.net

For more information and a full line of parts and
support items, contact G2 Motorsports:

FUEL SYSTEMS FOR S&S TCSA ENGINES

Delphi®-Style S&S® VFI Kits (With Air Horn)
126".........................................................................17-5157
145" ........................................................................17-5155

Super D Carburetor Kits For TCSA Engines (With Air Horn)
126".........................................................................11-0137
145".........................................................................11-0138

If these engines are to be used on the street, we recommend
that one of the air cleaners listed below be used.

Teardrop Air Cleaner Kits For S&S TCSA Engines
S&S VFI ....................................................................17-0418
Super D Carburetor................................................17-0200
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Several years ago S&S began offering the parts to
build 140" and 160" 45° V-Twin Pro Stock engines for
the AHDRA and NHRA Pro Stock classes.  Since then,
the AHDRA displacement rules were changed to
match the NHRA and both sanctions now allow 160
cubic inch V-Twins to compete.  For this reason S&S no
longer offers the 140" engine.  Three years ago, S&S
introduced a new style Pro Stock engine with a 60°
cylinder angle.  At that time S&S only offered the parts
required to build the engine.

S&S now offers both the 45° and 60° 160" Pro Stock
engines complete and assembled!  This is a service that
S&S has never offered on race engines before.  The
reason we are offering it now is that as the technology
involved in these engines continues to become more
and more complicated, proper assembly becomes more
and more important to the durability of the engine,
and to the full development of power.  Unassembled
versions and replacement parts will be available as
well, but we highly recommend that these engines be
purchased assembled.

S&S® CAST PRO STOCK ENGINES...

Pictured:  The 45° Pro Stock engine is primarily
intended for use in existing chassis designed for an
engine with a 45° cylinder angle.  This engine is the
only configuration legal in the AHDRA Pro Stock
class.  Call for information on configurations.

BOTH THE 45° AND 60° PRO STOCK ENGINES...
are a modified Sportster® style design.  The bottom ends
are built with S&S Pro Stock style cast crankcases and a
"pork chop" style S&S Pro Stock pressed together
flywheel assembly.  The 45° engines typically used are
either 8.000" or 8.500" S&S billet aluminum connecting
rods.  The 60° engines by virtue of the wider cylinder
angle can use a shorter 7.500" S&S billet aluminum
connecting rod.  The top ends of the Pro Stock engines
consist of S&S finless steel cylinders, S&S 4.800" bore
pistons, and S&S cast aluminum Pro Stock cylinder heads.
The valve train for both engines utilizes the S&S
adjustable-lobe Sportster style cams, chrome-moly steel
pushrods, 1.725:1 ratio forged rocker arms, polished
billet rocker covers, and a billet Sportster style gearcover.
Crankcases and gearcovers are available with or without
the oil filter mounting location.  S&S Pro Stock engines
typically use either a pair of S&S Super D carburetors or
the S&S Pro Stock style VFI fuel injection throttle body
and intake manifolds.

The S&S 45° Pro Stock engine is available primarily  for use in
existing chassis that are designed for an engine with 45°
cylinder angle.  This is the only engine style that is legal for
AHDRA Prostock.  If you are going to race in the AHDRA Pro-
Gas or NHRA Pro Stock classes and intend to build a new frame,
we recommend that you purchase an engine with a 60°
cylinder angle.

The S&S 60° Pro Stock engine offers these distinct advantages
over the 45° engine.

■■ 60° cylinder angle results in a shorter, lighter engine
with less vibration.

■■ Even with shorter connecting rods, piston skirts do not
need to be clearanced as heavily to avoid contact at the
bottom of the stroke.  Longer piston skirts provide more
thrust surface and improve piston stability in the
cylinder for longer piston life and improved ring seal.
Shorter connecting rods allow for shorter cylinder
length and a more compact engine package.

■■ Engine can be mounted farther forward in the frame,
improving weight distribution and traction on launch.

■■ 60° cylinder angle results in a larger area between the
cylinders for the intake system.  

■■ Typical fuel system options are two S&S Super D carbs or
S&S VFI fuel injection intake manifold and throttle body.

45° OR 60°?  
WHICH ENGINE IS RIGHT FOR YOUR APPLICATION? 
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BASIC PRO STOCK 160" ENGINE 
CONTAINS THESE PARTS...

Crankcase 4.800" 

45° Pro Stock......................................................31-1010

60° Pro Stock......................................................31-1015

Gearcover Kit Pro Stock.....................................31-0301

Flywheel Assembly 60° Pro Stock .....................32-3004

Head Kit with Springs & Hardware .................90-1454

Cylinder Set Finned Aluminum 4.800" ............91-4021

Piston Set 4.800" Standard .990" Wristpin .....92-4962

Wristpin Clip .990" OD .....................................94-9276

Camshaft .800" Pro Stock..................................33-5085

Cam Thrust Washer XL .....................................33-5210

Pinion Gear, White 1986-'87 XL .......................33-4154

Pinion Shaft Oil Pump Drive Gear XL ..............33-4228

Pinion Gear Nut 1977-'87 XL............................33-4254

Pinion Shaft Nut Retainer 1977-'87 XL............33-4255

Viton O-ring .070" ............................................50-8065

Rocker Arm Shaft Set Evolution® .....................90-4036

Rocker Arm Set (Special) ..................................90-4200

Rocker Box Kit Polished Billet Evolution.........90-4080

Pushrod Cover Keeper 3.625"..........................93-4013

Pushrod Cover Assembly ..................................93-4039

The following is a summary of the parts required to
use the S&S Variable Fuel Injection module with 45°
or 60° V-Twin Pro Stock engines.  NOTE: H-D® part
numbers are for reference only.

Crank Sensor ...................................................31-2090

Head Temperature Sensor .............................55-1041

Air Temperature Sensor .................................55-5041

Throttle Position Sensor.................................55-5036

Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor ..............55-1037
Fuel Pump .......................................................55-5042

Fuel Pressure Regulator 52 psi .....................55-5045

Two Fuel Injectors .................Holley® #0510522-6501 
65 lb. low impedance on ground side (Jeg's®)

Magneti Marelli® Style Module Wiring Harness,
19951⁄2-'01 ........................................................55-1091

Delphi® Style Module Wiring Harness, 2001-up
...............................................................H-D#70431-01

Power Resistor,10 Watt 10 OHM ..................55-1566

MSD MC-4 Ignition Box..................................55-1205

MSD Trigger Pickup and Backplate ...............55-1210

MSD Rotor, Retaining Washer & Screw ........55-1207 

MSD Coils (Set of 2)........................................55-1575

MSD Spark Plug Wires (Set of 4) .................. 55-1203

THE CAST 60° PRO STOCK ENGINE...
offers a number of advantages over the older 45°
design.  If you intend to build a new frame we
recommend the 60° engine.  This engine is shown
with optional intake manifolds for the S&S variable
fuel injection system.  This engine is legal for NHRA
Pro Stock and AHDRA Pro-Gas classes.

Pictured:  Basic 60° Pro Stock Engine          31-9297

CONTINUED...
S&S® Pro Stock Engines
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S&S® 124 Challenge engines are designed specifically to
compete in the 124 Challenge class of the AHDRA.
They are available in unassembled form and with
natural finish only, since it is assumed that aesthetic
and performance modifications will be performed to
prepare them for the track.  They are intended for the
racer who wants to take full advantage of all the
modifications allowed under the 124 Challenge class
rules.  Engines are available with Super Stock® cylinder
heads or with S&S Big Fin SA-B2 Special Application
cylinder heads.  Builders can also choose between
standard style flywheels and the new "pork chopped"
flywheels, which are considerably lighter for faster
acceleration. Super Sidewinder® Plus style engines are
available for Evolution® style chassis and Twin Cam
style engines are available for stock Twin Cam Chassis. 

NOTES:

■■ SSW+ engines come with cast tappet guides
and gear cover.  

■■ Twin Cam style engines include the S&S oil
pump.N

O
T

E
S

S&S® UNASSEMBLED 124" ENGINES 
FOR THE AHDRA 124 CHALLENGE CLASS

124 CHALLENGE SSW+ STYLE S&S® ENGINES
Cylinder Head Style Flywheel Style Part Number

S&S Super Stock® Standard 31-9756

S&S Super Stock Pork Chopped 31-9639

S&S SA-B2 Big Fin Standard 31-9744

S&S SA-B2 Big Fin Pork Chopped 31-9638

124 CHALLENGE TWIN CAM STYLE S&S® ENGINES
Cylinder Head Style Flywheel Style Part Number

S&S Super Stock® Standard 31-9637

S&S Super Stock Pork Chopped 31-9689

S&S SA-B2 Big Fin Standard 31-9684

S&S SA-B2 Big Fin Pork Chopped 31-9636

FUEL SYSTEMS 
FOR S&S 124 CHALLENGE ENGINES

S&S VFI Induction Kits – 124 Challenge Engines

S&S VFI induction kits are available for the Magneti
Marelli® and Delphi® style S&S VFI systems.  Induction kits
do not include VFI modules, tuned intake runners, or air
cleaners.  These parts may be purchased separately.  

Magneti Marelli Style ................................................17-5049

Delphi Style ................................................................17-5054

S&S Super D Carburetor Kits – 124 Challenge Engines

S&S Super D Carburetor Kits for S&S 124 Challenge engines
include a Super D carb, manifold, spacer block, insulator
block, mounting hardware and air horn kit.

Super D Kit – Large 2.150" Bore...............................11-0132

Super D Kit – Standard 1.937" Bore ........................11-0131
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This engine was specifically designed for the
AHDRA Hot Street class.  With a 97" displacement
(4.125" bore x 3.600" stroke) the S&S Hot Street
engine is just under the class limit of 98", but
allows for oversize pistons with no worries about
going over the limit. Twin cam and Evolution® style
versions are available.  The Twin cam style is
intended to be used with a Harley-Davidson®

transmission only.  The Evolution style engine can
be installed in any Evolution style frame.

The S&S Hot Street engine comes assembled up to the
cylinder heads.  Cylinder heads are not installed since
it is recommended that the heads be professionally
ported for competition use.

■■ 97" displacement (4.125" bore x 3.600" stroke).

■■ Twin Cam 88 and Evolution styles available.

■■ S&S Big Fin style cylinder heads. 

■■ S&S Super D carburetor.

■■ S&S Twin cam style oil pump.

■■ Twin cam style S&S 640 gear drive cams .

■■ Evolution style S&S 631 cam.

S&S HOT STREET ENGINE

97" Assembled 41⁄8" Bore Twin Cam Style.........31-9318

97" Assembled 41⁄8" Bore Evolution Style .........31-9319

Pictured:  The S&S Hot Street engine is assembled up to
the heads. Professional porting is recommended for
serious competition. Twin vam style S&S engine shown
above includes the new S&S oil pump for Twin Cam 88
engines.

EVOLUTION® OR TWIN CAM STYLE 
S&S® 97" HOT STREET ENGINE
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145" EVOLUTION® STYLE S&S® ENGINES

(SIMILAR TO THE 145 TRIBUTE ENGINES)

S&S® is offering our 145" engines to all racers and
custom bike builders.  These engines have the same
general specifications as the original Tribute 145
engines, available unassembled or assembled.  Fuel
system options include S&S Variable Fuel Injection or
S&S Super D carburetor.

S&S 145 Engine is available with polished or natural
finish.  Note that this is not full polish.  Polishing is
not done between the fins of the cylinders or heads.
Partially assembled version is available with cylinders
not fit to the pistons for customers who want to fully
polish or powdercoat the cylinders and heads.

145" EVOLUTION STYLE S&S ENGINES

CARBURETED
Natural – Unassembled ......................................31-9347

Semi Polished – Assembled ................................31-9348

Polished Cases – *Natural Top End.....................31-9351

*NOTE: These are partially assembled.  
Top end is not installed and cylinders are not fit.

S&S VARIABLE FUEL INJECTION

Natural – Unassembled ......................................31-9289

Semi Polished – Assembled ................................31-9349

Polished Cases – *Natural Top End.....................31-9352

*NOTE: These are partially assembled.  
Top end is not installed and cylinders are not fit.

Pictured: S&S 145 engine shown here with Super D
carburetor and polished finish, fully assembled.

SPECIFICATIONS:

■■ 145" displacement (4.375" bore x 4.813" stroke).

■■ S&S SA Evolution style crankcases.

■■ S&S .640" cam.

■■ S&S pressed together flywheel assembly.

■■ S&S Big Fin B2 cylinder heads.

■■ S&S Variable Fuel Injection or S&S Super D carburetor.

■■ Assembled or unassembled.

■■ Natural or polished.

NOTE: 
This is a race engine and is covered by a 6
month "parts only" warranty.

N
O

T
E
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S&S® ENGINES FOR SPORTSTER® & BUELL® CHASSIS

SPORTSTER & BUELL ENGINES INCLUDE:

■■ S&S special application crankcases.

■■ S&S Super Stock® cylinder heads.

■■ S&S cylinders and pistons.

■■ Flywheels - balanced and assembled.

■■ Supreme rods.

■■ Pinion and sprocket shaft.

■■ S&S 555 in 91" and 600 camshaft set in 100".

■■ Gear case components.

■■ Adjustable pushrods and pushrod cover assemblies.

■■ Hydraulic tappets and tappet guides.

■■ Super G carburetor kit.

■■ S&S roller style rocker arms and shafts.

■■ S&S billet Sportster style gearcover kit.

■■ S&S billet aluminum rocker covers.

Pictured:  S&S engines for Sportster & Buell®

chassis are fully assembled.

THE 91" ENGINES...
have 35⁄8" stroke with a 4" bore.  Cylinder length is stock so
engine fits in all frames with little or no modification.
Compression ratio of the 91" engine is 9.5:1. 

THE 100" ENGINE...
has 4" stroke with a 4" bore. Cylinder length is .260" taller
than stock.  The 100" engine will generally fit in stock Sportster
frames with no modification, but due to the increased cylinder
length, requires the S&S billet motor mount to fit in the Buell
chassis.  Exhaust modifications may also be required to gain
frame clearance when installing a 100" engine in a Buell
frame.  Compression ratio of the 100" engine is 10.3:1. 

Crankcases have 1986-'90 (four-speed) style cam geometry,
1991-up (five-speed) style drive side, and are available only in
natural aluminum finish.  Primary components, charging
system, ignition system, oil pump, and transmission components
are not included.  

All engines are natural aluminum finish and are only available
assembled.

COMPLETE SPORTSTER & BUELL STYLE S&S ENGINES
100" Sportster ..................................................................31-9891

91" Sportster ....................................................................31-9890

100" Buell*.......................................................................31-9893

91" Buell ...........................................................................31-9892

* Requires S&S billet motor mount. 
Frame to exhaust clearancing may be required.

S&S complete engines for Sportster and Buell chassis are
available in 91" and 100" displacements.   

S&S BILLET MOTOR MOUNTS FOR BUELL® CHASSIS
S&S billet front motor mounts for 1996 -'02 V-Twin Buell motorcycles
are machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum and offer a considerable
increase in strength over stock.  They are available in three versions.
The first version is intended to be a heavy duty replacement motor
mount for stock height engines.  The second version is designed to
allow the S&S 100" engine to be installed in a stock Buell chassis.  A
special order front motor mount is also available.  The special order
front motor mount allows builders to install custom engines which are
between .200" shorter and .430" taller than stock. Keep in mind that
when installing some non-stock height engines in a stock Buell chassis,
exhaust and frame clearance may be a problem. 

A slotted steel top
motor mount is
also required for
taller than stock
engines.  

For Stock Height Engines ...................93-4059
For S&S 100" Engines..........................93-4060
Special Order .......................................93-4061
Slotted Steel Top Motor Mount.........93-4062
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S&S® SPECIAL ORDER INFORMATION

Many of the racing components S&S sells are special order parts, machined to order for a specific application. 
There are three categories of special order parts: 

LEVEL 1 SPECIAL ORDER
Level 1 special order parts are parts that do not have special attributes that require additional engineering.  An example of a
level 1 part would be a special racing cylinder with a head bolt pattern that is in common usage and that S&S offers as a
standard option.

LEVEL 2 SPECIAL ORDER
Level 2 special order parts are unique parts that S&S has made in the past and has charged the customer for engineering and
programming time on the first order.  The original customer may order that part again for the cost of the part plus a small fee
for loading the NC program.  Any other customer who wants a similar part may either buy it from the original customer or
may order it directly from S&S as a level three special order part.

LEVEL 3 SPECIAL ORDER
Level 3 special order parts are special parts that S&S has never made before.  An example of a level 3 part would be a special
racing cylinder with a unique head bolt pattern.  A customer ordering a level 3 part will be charged for the cost of the part
plus any engineering time required to produce machining prints and for NC programming time.  Orders for Level 3 parts will
only be accepted between October 1st and March 1st.

ALL SPECIAL ORDER PARTS
All special order parts must be paid for in full before the part will be released for production.  In addition the customer must
complete special order sheet and sign a copy of the sales order to verify that the specifications are correct.  Once production
has started the order cannot be canceled.  Special order parts are not returnable if they are machined to the customer's
specifications.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER S&S RACING PARTS AND ENGINES,
CONTACT OUR RACE TECHNICIANS:

Phone: 608-627-8324
Email: ssrace@sscycle.com
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DISCLAIMER

The names Harley, Harley-Davidson, H-D and all trademarks owned by Harley-Davidson and its affiliated companies, and all H-D and Buell part
numbers and model designations are used for reference only. S&S Cycle is in no way associated with or authorized by Harley-Davidson Motor
Co. to manufacture and sell any of the engine parts described in this catalog.

The installation of any S&S part may void or otherwise adversely affect your factory warranty. In addition, such installation and use may violate
certain federal, state and local laws, rules and ordinances as well as other laws when used on motor vehicles operated on public highways,
especially in states where pollution laws may apply.

Always check federal, state, and local laws before modifying your motorcycle.

It is the sole and exclusive responsibility of the user to determine the suitability of the product for his or her use, and the user shall assume all
legal, personal injury risk, and liability and all other obligations, duties and risks associated therewith. S&S parts are intended for the very
experienced off-road rider only.

WHAT ARE THE PROCEDURES TO OBTAIN SERVICE
UNDER THIS WARRANTY?
To obtain service under this warranty, the original Consumer
Purchaser should immediately contact the dealer where the
Engine was purchased. The dealer will then contact the Company
for a determination as to whether the defect in the Engine or part
is covered by this warranty.

THE DEALER OR SERVICE PROVIDER MUST RECEIVE
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE COMPANY BEFORE PROVIDING
SERVICE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.

In the event that the Company determines the Engine or part
must be returned to the Company for evaluation or service, the
Company will provide the dealer with a Return Authorization
Number to put on the shipping container for identification. 

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must clean and
properly package the Engine or part so as not to cause further
damage and return the Engine or part, shipping costs prepaid, to
the Company. The Return Authorization Number must be clearly
visible on the outside of the shipping container. If the Engine or
part must be cleaned prior to warranty inspection the cost of
cleaning will be charged to the original Consumer Purchaser or
dealer.

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must also send to the
Company a detailed explanation of the relevant facts concerning
the nature of the problem, the specific use of the Engine, and the
circumstances giving rise to the defect or problem.

If it is not practicable to contact the dealer for warranty service,
the original Consumer Purchaser may contact the Company at the
following address, telephone number, fax number or e-mail
address:

S&S® Cycle, Incorporated
Attention: Customer Support

235 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, WI   54603

Phone: 608-627-8324   •   Fax: 608-627-0766
Email: sstech@sscycle.com

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324)

ARE THERE OTHER WARRANTIES?
THE WARRANTIES STATED IN THIS WARRANTY REPLACE ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR
LIABILITIES ON THE PART OF THE COMPANY WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, WARRANTY, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE, TO THE
EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW.  

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied
warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

HOW DO STATE LAWS RELATE 
TO THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have
other rights that vary from state to state.

OBTAINING WARRANTY SERVICE
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WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of
these parts and is not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S® Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants these parts to
be free from defects in material and workmanship.  If the parts
become defective during the warranty coverage period, the
Company will, at its option, repair or replace any, or all, defective
parts.  Repair or replacement of defective parts is the sole and
exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve
(12) months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser
buys the parts. However, warranty coverage will automatically
terminate if the original Purchaser sells or otherwise transfers all
or any portion of the purchased parts. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective parts to the Company for service under this
warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor to
remove and/or replace the defective parts.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the parts become defective in whole or
in part as a result of improper assembly, installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
parts, including, without limitation, operation of the parts with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company or continued operation of the parts after a
defect or malfunction occurs or is identified or suspected.  

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for
defects in parts with a powdercoat finish, when that option is
selected, if the defects are caused by, but not limited to,
negligence of parties other than the Company; an accident;
ordinary wear and tear; assembly or disassembly; power washing;
natural occurrences like stone chips; bead blasting; improper
maintenance including the use of any harsh cleaning agent,
chemical or solvent; and salt or other substances used on streets
and highways for maintenance and safety.
The Company provides touch-up paint with powdercoated parts.
It is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish damage to
prevent or inhibit further deterioration.

It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the
Company's parts that could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for parts defects caused by alteration including, but not
limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if the
parts are used in racing or similar competitive activities.  The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
Engine.  Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any parts that are included in a Competition Package
Option offered by the Company since the Package is for use in
racing and similar competitive activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THESE PARTS. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental
or consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply
to you.

LIMITED WARRANTY STANDARD PARTS
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WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of the
Complete Factory-Assembled Super Stock Engine (the "Engine")
and is not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S® Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants this Engine to
be free from defects in material and workmanship. If the Engine or
any part thereof becomes defective during the warranty coverage
period, the Company will, at its option, repair or replace the Engine
or any, or all, defective parts.  Repair or replacement of defective
parts is the sole and exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve (12)
months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser buys
the Engine.  Engines specifically designed for and sold with the S&S
Intelligent Spark Technology ignition system and assembled at S&S
are covered by a special thirty-six (36) month warranty on any street
application displacement under 120” and  covered by a special
twenty four (24) month warranty on any street application
displacement over 120”  .  All street application engines assembled
by S&S utilizing the “Super Stock” cone style ignition under 120”
will be covered by a special twenty four (24) month warranty  and
engines specifically designed for and sold with the S&S Super Stock®

cone ignition system over 120” will be covered by a twelve (12)
month warranty on parts and labor.   However, warranty coverage
will automatically terminate if the original Consumer Purchaser
sells or otherwise transfers all or any portion of the engine. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective Engine or part to the Company for service
under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor
to remove and/or replace the defective Engine or part.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the Engine becomes defective in whole
or in part as a result of improper installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
Engine, including, without limitation, operation of the Engine with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company for use in or with the Engine or continued
operation of the Engine after a defect or malfunction occurs or is
identified or suspected.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for
defects in the Engine’s black powdercoat finish, when that option is
selected, if the defects are caused by, but not limited to, negligence
of parties other than Company; an accident; ordinary wear and
tear; assembly or disassembly; power washing; natural occurrences
like stone chips; bead blasting; improper maintenance including the
use of any harsh cleaning agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or
other substances used on streets and highways for maintenance
and safety.  This warranty does not cover consumables, that is, those
parts consumed in the normal operation of the Engine.

The Company provides touch-up paint with each powdercoated
Engine. It is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish
damage to prevent or inhibit further deterioration.
It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the Engine that
could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for defects in the Engine caused by alteration including,
but not limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service of the Engine. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if the
Engine is used in racing or similar competitive activities. The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
Engine. Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any Engine that includes a Competition Package
Option since the Package is for use in racing and similar competitive
activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE ENGINE. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to
you.

WHAT MUST THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DO
TO QUALIFY FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE?
Within thirty (30) days after the date of purchase of the Engine, the
original Consumer Purchaser must return a completed Owner’s
Registration Card along with a copy of the invoice evidencing such
purchase to the Company at the following address:

S&S® Cycle, Incorporated
Attention: Customer Support

235 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, WI   54603

Phone: 608-627-8324   •   Fax: 608-627-0766
Email: sstech@sscycle.com

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324)

THIS WARRANTY IS VOIDABLE AT THE COMPANY’S OPTION IF THE
ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DOES NOT RETURN TO THE
COMPANY THE OWNER REGISTRATION CARD AND A COPY OF THE
INVOICE WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE
OF THE ENGINE.

LIMITED WARRANTY COMPLETE FACTORY-ASSEMBLED ENGINES
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WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?  
Distributors of S&S® Cycle, Inc. are unable to purchase unassembled
engines from S&S.  This strictly a Race and Dealer only option.

This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of the
Unassembled Engine, the Factory-Assembled Basic Engine or the
Factory-Assembled Basic Engine With Options (the "Engine") and is
not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants this Engine to
be free from defects in material and workmanship.  If the Engine or
any part thereof becomes defective during the warranty coverage
period, the Company will, at its option, repair or replace the Engine
or any, or all, defective parts.  Repair or replacement of defective
parts is the sole and exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve (12)
months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser buys
the Engine. However, warranty coverage will automatically
terminate if the original Consumer Purchaser sells or otherwise
transfers all or any portion of the Engine. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective Engine or part to the Company for service
under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor
to remove and/or replace the defective Engine or part.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the Engine becomes defective in whole
or in part as a result of improper assembly, installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
Engine, including, without limitation, operation of the Engine with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company for use in or with the Engine or continued
operation of the Engine after a defect or malfunction occurs or is
identified or suspected.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for
defects in the Engine’s black powdercoat finish, when that option is
selected, if the defects are caused by, but not limited to, negligence
of parties other than Company; an accident; ordinary wear and
tear; assembly or disassembly; power washing; natural occurrences
like stone chips; bead blasting; improper maintenance including the
use of any harsh cleaning agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or
other substances used on streets and highways for maintenance
and safety.  This warranty does not cover consumables, that is, those
parts consumed in the normal operation of the Engine.  

The Company provides touch-up paint with each powdercoated
Engine. It is the Consumer Purchaser's responsibility to repair minor
finish damage to prevent or inhibit further deterioration.

It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the Engine that
could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for defects in the Engine caused by alteration including,
but not limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service of the Engine.

The Company shall have no obligation under this Warranty if the
Engine is used in racing or similar competitive activities.  The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
Engine.  Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any Engine that includes a Competition Package
Option since the Package is for use in racing and similar competitive
activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE ENGINE. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to
you.

WHAT MUST THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER
DO TO QUALIFY FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE?
Within thirty (30) days after the date of purchase of the Engine, the
original Consumer Purchaser must return a completed Owner's
Registration Card along with a copy of the invoice evidencing such
purchase to the Company at the following address:

S&S Cycle, Incorporated
Attention: Customer Support

235 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, WI   54603

Phone: 608-627-8324   •   Fax: 608-627-0766
Email: sstech@sscycle.com

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324)

THIS WARRANTY IS VOIDABLE AT THE COMPANY’S OPTION IF THE
ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DOES NOT RETURN TO THE
COMPANY THE OWNER REGISTRATION CARD AND A COPY OF THE
INVOICE WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE
OF THE ENGINE.

LIMITED WARRANTY UNASSEMBLED ENGINES
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145” ENGINE LIMITED WARRANTY

WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of these
parts and is not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S® Cycle, Incorporated (the “Company”) warrants these parts to
be free from defects in material and workmanship.  If the parts
become defective during the warranty coverage period, the
Company will, at its option, repair or replace any, or all, defective
parts.  Repair or replacement of defective parts is the sole and
exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of six (6)
months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser buys
the parts. However, warranty coverage will automatically terminate
if the original Purchaser sells or otherwise transfers all or any
portion of the purchased parts. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective parts to the Company for service under this
warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor to remove
and/or replace the defective parts.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the parts become defective in whole or
in part as a result of improper assembly, installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
parts, including, without limitation, operation of the parts with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company or continued operation of the parts after a defect
or malfunction occurs or is identified or suspected.  

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for defects
in parts with a powdercoat finish, when that option is selected, if the
defects are caused by, but not limited to, negligence of parties other
than the Company; an accident; ordinary wear and tear; assembly or
disassembly; power washing; natural occurrences like stone chips;
bead blasting; improper maintenance including the use of any harsh
cleaning agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or other substances used
on streets and highways for maintenance and safety.

The Company provides touch-up paint with powdercoated parts. It
is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish damage to
prevent or inhibit further deterioration.
It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the Company’s
parts that could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for parts defects caused by alteration including, but not
limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if the
parts are used in racing or similar competitive activities.  The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
Engine.  Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any parts that are included in a Competition Package
Option offered by the Company since the Package is for use in
racing and similar competitive activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THESE PARTS.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to you.
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Make sure you check out our world-class
website at www.sscycle.com, you’ll be
instantly connected to the best Proven
Performance V-Twin information available!

Last year we revamped our entire website to
include new graphics, tons of articles,
photos, videos, and an e-commerce area for
purchasing S&S apparel and accessories.
This new interactive design continues to
change on a regular basis as we deliver the
latest news about the industry, our
company, and product information to your
browser.  

There’s simply too much information to explain on a single page.  Whether you’re searching for the closest authorized S&S
dealer, buying a T-shirt, or checking out video streaming of the Old School Shovel Tour, you’ll definitely want to spend some
quality time on our site.  

Our home page has late breaking news, press releases, and racing information scrolling to capture your attention.  For your
convenience you can also sign up for our mailing lists to receive press releases, company news, product updates and more
directly to your inbox as soon as the information is released from our Communications Department.  

Finally, we are in the final stages of developing our secure dealer portal and we anticipate making this available soon during
this next year.  This will be a secure web site designed specifically for our dealers to view account information and connect with
us electronically in order to save time during the busy work day.  As always, we want to stay current with technology and S&S
Cycle is committed to developing and maintaining a robust website to serve you.  

WE'VE JUST UPDATED OUR WEBSITE!
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Suggested Retail Prices

11-2017 Body assembly, carb - 2 cable - Super B fuel..................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2019 Body assembly, carb - Super B turbo alcohol.................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2020 Bowl assembly, carb - .240" ID, wire type - Super D turbo alcohol .............................................................................................$139.95

11-2060 Spring, idle mixture screw - 10 pack ..................................................................................................................................................$5.65

11-2064 Pin, float - Super B, D fuel ..................................................................................................................................................................$6.95

11-2065 Inlet, gas - .160" ID, forked/wire type..............................................................................................................................................$12.65

11-2069 Pin, float - GAL, GBL, MGAL, MGL, Super A, B, D gas.......................................................................................................................$6.95

11-2080 Gasket, bowl - Super B fuel.................................................................................................................................................................$1.95

11-2084 Device, enrichment - Super B, D .......................................................................................................................................................$26.95

11-2092 Plug, bowl - Super B, D, E, G - 5 pack.................................................................................................................................................$8.95

11-2095 Needle assembly, gas  - .160" ID , forked type ................................................................................................................................$10.65

11-2096 Body assembly, carb - Super B turbo gas .......................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2097 Body assembly, carb - Super D turbo gas .......................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2098 Body assembly, carb - Super D turbo alcohol ................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2130 Inlet assembly, fuel - thread, .380" ID wire type - Super B, D, fuel ...............................................................................................$47.95

11-2132 Bracket, throttle return spring - Super fuel .....................................................................................................................................$29.95

11-2133 Spring, throttle return - Super fuel ....................................................................................................................................................$3.65

11-2134 Bushing, throttle shaft ........................................................................................................................................................................$2.95

11-2135 Needle, auxiliary inlet - Super D fuel ...............................................................................................................................................$35.95

11-2136 Needle, auxiliary inlet - Super B fuel................................................................................................................................................$35.95

11-2137 Pin, auxiliary inlet needle lift - Super fuel .......................................................................................................................................$14.95

11-2138 Cam, auxiliary inlet - Super fuel .......................................................................................................................................................$16.95

11-2139 Spring, auxiliary inlet needle - Super fuel .........................................................................................................................................$1.95

11-2140 Arm assembly, throttle - 2 cable - fuel .............................................................................................................................................$29.95

11-2141 Bowl assembly, carb - .240" ID, wire type - Super B TG/TA ..........................................................................................................$129.95

11-2148 Arm assembly, throttle - 2 cable .......................................................................................................................................................$39.95

11-2150 Plate, throttle - 2 1/4" S&S ................................................................................................................................................................$16.95

11-2153 Gasket, bowl - Super D fuel ................................................................................................................................................................$2.65

11-2155 Plate, throttle - 1 7/8" S&S ................................................................................................................................................................$16.65

11-2165 Inlet, fuel - .240" ID, fork/wire type - Super B, D ............................................................................................................................$29.95

11-2172 Body assembly, carb - Super D alcohol ...........................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2175 Conversion kit, gas to alcohol - Super D ........................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2177 Bowl assembly, carb - .380" ID, wire type - Super D alcohol........................................................................................................$139.95

11-2178 Tube, main discharge - Super B, D, fuel, alcohol.............................................................................................................................$18.95

11-2180 Bowl assembly, carb - .380" ID, wire type - Super B fuel..............................................................................................................$139.95

11-2181 Body assembly, carb - Super D gas..................................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2184 Shaft assembly, throttle - all fuel, alcohol & Super D gas...............................................................................................................$42.95

11-2185 Tube, main discharge - Super D gas .................................................................................................................................................$11.95

11-2186 Tube, main discharge - Super B, D, turbo gas (obs) ........................................................................................................................$16.65

11-2187 Float - wire type - Super....................................................................................................................................................................$16.65

11-2188 Bowl assembly, carb - wire type - Super A, B, D gas .....................................................................................................................$119.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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11-2195 Needle assembly, gas - .160" ID, wire type ........................................................................................................................................$9.95

11-2197 Needle assembly, gas - .240" ID, wire type ......................................................................................................................................$39.95

11-2280 Bowl assembly, carb - .380" ID, wire type - Super D fuel .............................................................................................................$139.95

11-2281 Body assembly, carb - Super D fuel.................................................................................................................................................$299.95

11-2378 Screw, idle mixture - 5 pack ..............................................................................................................................................................$31.95

11-3500 Spring, throttle return - MGAL, MGL, Super B, D gas - 5 pack.......................................................................................................$10.70

11-7140 Jet, intermediate - 3 pk. - Super fuel (series 145)............................................................................................................................$28.25

11-7141 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .060, .070, .080 - Super fuel......................................................................................................................$28.25

11-7142 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .080, .090, .100 - Super fuel......................................................................................................................$28.25

11-7143 Intermediate jet - 3 ea. blanks - Super fuel .....................................................................................................................................$28.25

11-7150 Tube/jet, main discharge - Super fuel (series 186)...........................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7151 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .125 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7152 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .130 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7153 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .135 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7154 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .140 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7155 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .145 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7156 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .150 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7157 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .155 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7158 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .160 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7159 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .165 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7160 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .170 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7161 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .175 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7162 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .180 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7163 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .185 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7164 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .190 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7165 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .195 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7166 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .200 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7167 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .205 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7168 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .210 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7169 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .215 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7170 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .220 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7171 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .225 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7172 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .230 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7173 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .235 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7174 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .240 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7175 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .245 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7176 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .250 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7177 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .255 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7178 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .260 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7179 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .265 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7180 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .270 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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11-7181 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .275 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7182 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .280 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7183 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .285 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7184 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .290 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7185 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .295 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7186 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. .300 - Super fuel ............................................................................................................................$23.95

11-7187 Main discharge tube/jet - 1 ea. blank - Super fuel..........................................................................................................................$23.95

11-0110 Carb kit w/o manifold, Super D ......................................................................................................................................................$499.95

11-0112 Carb assembly, Super D ...................................................................................................................................................................$424.95

11-0117 Carb assembly, Super B - fuel..........................................................................................................................................................$649.95

11-0119 Carb kit w/o manifold, Super D - alcohol.......................................................................................................................................$504.95

11-0121 Carb assembly, Super D - fuel .........................................................................................................................................................$699.95

11-0122 Carb assembly, Super B - turbo alcohol..........................................................................................................................................$529.95

11-0123 Carb assembly, Super D - turbo alcohol .........................................................................................................................................$574.95

11-0124 Carb assembly, Super B - turbo gas ................................................................................................................................................$454.95

11-0125 Carb assembly, Super D - turbo gas ................................................................................................................................................$499.95

11-0126 Carb assembly, Super D - alcohol....................................................................................................................................................$424.95

11-0128 Carb assembly, Super D, Large Bore ...............................................................................................................................................$469.95

11-0131 Carb kit, Super D - B2 heads (G,) ....................................................................................................................................................$754.95

11-0132 Carb kit, Super D, large bore - B2 heads (G,).................................................................................................................................$799.95

11-0137 Carb kit, Super D, w/ air horn - 126" ....................................................................................................................................................Call

11-0138 Carb kit, Super D, w/ air horn - 145" ....................................................................................................................................................Call

16-0057 Spacer assembly, carb - 1 7/8" x 1"...................................................................................................................................................$32.95

16-0157 Spacer assembly, carb - 2 1/4" x 1"...................................................................................................................................................$34.10

16-0239 Flange, manifold mounting - 4 bolt - std. manifold on SA heads .................................................................................................$43.95

16-0240 Flange set, manifold mounting - 3 bolt - SA HP..............................................................................................................................$49.95

16-0243 O-ring, manifold - 1986-up XL & 1990-up BT w/S&S heads - 10 pack............................................................................................$36.95

16-0244 O-ring - 1986-up XL, 1990-up BT - 10 pack ......................................................................................................................................$33.95

16-0246 O-ring, manifold - S&S B2 - 6 pack ...................................................................................................................................................$64.95

16-0247 Flange, intake manifold, front - S&S B2...........................................................................................................................................$49.95

16-0248 Flange, intake manifold, front - S&S B2...........................................................................................................................................$49.95

16-0471 Bracket, support - case to manifold - 1966-’99 BT, 1957-2003 XL ..................................................................................................$12.95

16-0472 Flange, manifold mounting - front 2 bolt - #0360 manifold on other heads...............................................................................$54.95

16-0473 Flange, manifold mounting - rear 2 bolt - #0360 manifold on other heads.................................................................................$54.95

16-0499 Block assembly, insulator - 2 1/4" x 1/4" ..........................................................................................................................................$22.95

16-3619 Manifold, Special Order 2 1/4" rigid mount Evolution® racing - 1984-up BT..............................................................................$159.95

17-0042 Horn, air - 2.5" - early stock,L,A,B ....................................................................................................................................................$59.95

17-0043 Conversion kit, air horn - 2.5" - early stock,L,A,B ...........................................................................................................................$70.95

17-0081 Inlet, radiused carb. - Super B fuel ...................................................................................................................................................$49.95

17-0106 Air cleaner assembly - Super B fuel ................................................................................................................................................$149.95

17-0141 Horn, air - 4" - Super D .....................................................................................................................................................................$59.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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17-0142 Conversion kit, air horn - 4" - Super D.............................................................................................................................................$70.95

17-0183 Inlet, radiused carb - Super D fuel....................................................................................................................................................$69.95

17-0198 Air cleaner assembly - Super D .......................................................................................................................................................$159.95

17-0200 Air cleaner kit, D, w/ wide element................................................................................................................................................$169.95

17-0331 Horn, air - 2.5" - Super E, G ..............................................................................................................................................................$59.95

17-0333 Horn, air - 4" - Super E, G .................................................................................................................................................................$59.95

17-0418 Kit, air cleaner, S&S VFI - 1984-’99 BT.............................................................................................................................................$199.95

17-0484 Conversion kit, air horn - 2.5" - Super E, G......................................................................................................................................$89.95

17-0485 Conversion kit, air horn - 4" - Super E, G.........................................................................................................................................$89.95

17-5049 Kit, VFI - 124" B2 TC - (MM).........................................................................................................................................................$1,239.95

17-5054 Kit, VFI - 124” B2 TC - (Delphi).....................................................................................................................................................$1,239.95

17-5155 VFI kit, w/ air horn - 145" ......................................................................................................................................................................Call

17-5157 VFI kit, w/ air horn - 126" .....................................................................................................................................................................Call

19-0475 Line, gas - 1/4"ID x 1/2"OD x 19" w/90° bend ...................................................................................................................................$5.00

31-0015 Crankcase assembly - SA - 1970-’99 BT........................................................................................................................................$1,699.95

31-0125 Crankcase assembly - special order  - SA TC  .............................................................................................................................$1,724.95

31-0300 Gearcover kit, crankcase - 1986-’90 XL...........................................................................................................................................$459.95

31-0301 Gearcover kit, crankcase - w/o oil filter boss - 1986-’90 XL ..........................................................................................................$389.95

31-0302 Gearcover kit, crankcase, bushing style - 1986-’90 XL...................................................................................................................$449.95

31-0303 Gearcover kit, crankcase, bushing style - 1991-’99 XL...................................................................................................................$449.95

31-1010 Crankcase assembly - Special Order - S&S Pro-Stock XL.......................................................................................................................Call

31-1015 Crankcase assembly - S&S Pro-Stock XL - 60 degree ............................................................................................................................Call

31-2090 Sensor, crank position, PS ................................................................................................................................................................$124.95

31-2098 Gasket, gearcover - w/o OF boss - 1986-up XL - 5 pack ..................................................................................................................$29.95

31-2099 Gasket, gearcover - 1986-up XL - 5 pack..........................................................................................................................................$14.95

31-4000 Bearing assembly, left main - 1.5" diameter shaft ..........................................................................................................................$81.30

31-4001 Ring, left main bearing snap - 1.5" diameter shaft ........................................................................................................................$32.45

31-4002 Seal, left main bearing - 1.5" diameter shaft ..................................................................................................................................$17.65

31-4114 Seal, gearcover cam oil - 1971-up XL - 5 pack .................................................................................................................................$39.95

31-9289 Engine, Complete, Natural, VFI - 145" Evolution® BT (Tribute version)..................................................................................$10,110.00

31-9317 Engine, Custom - 133" Street Pro TC.........................................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9318 Engine, Custom - 97" Hot Street TC ............................................................................................................................................$8,095.00

31-9319 Engine, Custom - 97" Hot Street Evo ..........................................................................................................................................$7,695.00

31-9347 Engine, Complete, Natural, Carbureted - 145" Evolution BT ....................................................................................................$9,885.00

31-9348 Engine, Complete, Semi-polished, Carbureted - 145" Evolution BT .......................................................................................$10,785.00

31-9349 Engine, Complete, Semi-polished, VFI - 145" Evolution BT .....................................................................................................$11,010.00

31-9351 Engine, Complete, Polished cases , Carbureted - 145" Evolution BT ......................................................................................$10,265.00

31-9352 Engine, Complete, Polished cases, VFI - 145" Evolution BT.....................................................................................................$10,490.00

31-9355 Engine, Custom - 120" Street Pro TC.........................................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9356 Engine, Custom - 139" Street Pro TC.........................................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9357 Engine, Custom - 120" Street Pro TC w/ Evo mount ................................................................................................................$11,865.00

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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31-9419 Engine, Custom - 133" Street Pro TC w/ Evo mount ................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9420 Engine, Custom - 139" Street Pro TC w/ Evo mount ................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9421 Engine, Custom - 139" Street Pro TC.........................................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9527 Engine, Custom - 139" Street Pro TC.........................................................................................................................................$11,865.00

31-9636 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, B2, PC FW (VFI Challenge) - TC ................................................................................................$8,295.00

31-9637 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, (VFI Challenge) - TC ..................................................................................................................$7,495.00

31-9638 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, B2, PC FW (VFI Challenge) - SSW+ ...........................................................................................$7,295.00

31-9639 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, PC FW (VFI Challenge) - SSW+ .................................................................................................$6,695.00

31-9684 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, B2, (VFI Challenge) - TC ............................................................................................................$8,095.00

31-9689 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, PC FW, (VFI Challenge) - TC......................................................................................................$7,695.00

31-9710 Engine, Prostock, Billet Downdraft .......................................................................................................................................................Call

31-9744 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, B2, (VFI Challenge) - SSW+.......................................................................................................$7,095.00

31-9754 Engine, unassembled - 145" TCSA.........................................................................................................................................................Call

31-9755 Engine, unassembled - 145" TCSA w/ Evo mount ................................................................................................................................Call

31-9756 Engine, 124", Unasm, Natural, (VFI Challenge) - SSW+ .............................................................................................................$6,495.00

31-9757 Engine, unassembled - 126" TCSA.........................................................................................................................................................Call

31-9758 Engine, unassembled - 126" TCSA w/ Evo mount ................................................................................................................................Call

31-9890 Engine, Complete - 91" S&S Sportster® Style ..............................................................................................................................$8,594.95

31-9891 Engine, Complete - 100" S&S Sportster Style .............................................................................................................................$8,594.95

31-9892 Engine, Complete - 91" S&S Buell Style ......................................................................................................................................$8,794.95

31-9893 Engine, Complete - 100" S&S Buell Style ....................................................................................................................................$8,794.95

32-2001 Washer, flywheel thrust (1.500" diameter CP).................................................................................................................................$19.95

32-2015 Flywheel set - Special Order - 1936-’99 BT .....................................................................................................................................$484.95

32-2018 Flywheel set, Special Application (racing) BT ................................................................................................................................$534.95

32-2019 Washer, flywheel thrust (HD®#6506).................................................................................................................................................$19.95

32-2023 Washer, flywheel thrust - 1.500" diameter CP - TC, SSW+..............................................................................................................$19.95

32-2141 Flywheel assembly - Special Order - 1999-2002 TC, 2000-2002 TCB  BT....................................................................................$1,344.95

32-2158 Flywheel assembly - SO  - 2001-up SSW+ ....................................................................................................................................$1,389.95

32-3003 Flywheel assembly, special order, S&S Prostock ..........................................................................................................................$1,994.95

32-3004 Flywheel assembly, special order, S&S Prostock - 60 degree......................................................................................................$1,994.95

32-3014 Flywheel set - Special Order - 1957-2003 XL ..................................................................................................................................$494.95

32-3018 Flywheel set, Special Applicaton (racing) XL .................................................................................................................................$544.95

33-2005 Sprocket shaft assembly - 1.5" diameter - BT ................................................................................................................................$443.95

33-2009 Sprocket shaft assembly - press-in - 1970-up BT..............................................................................................................................$94.60

33-2010 Shaft, sprocket, press-in - Pro Stock ...............................................................................................................................................$252.95

33-2040 Pinion shaft assembly - std. SA - 1981-’89 BT ................................................................................................................................$111.60

33-2046 Pinion shaft w/ race - press-in - 1999-up TC (+.375") ....................................................................................................................$305.95

33-2047 Pinion shaft, press-in, 1984-’99 BT..................................................................................................................................................$120.95

33-2328 Pinion shaft assembly (1987-up bearing) - std. - Delkron 4-cam cases .......................................................................................$180.65

33-2331 Nut, sprocket/pinion shaft - 1957-2003 XL.........................................................................................................................................$5.35

33-2348 Pinion shaft assembly - std. 1987-up bearing - 1986-up S&S PS XL..............................................................................................$406.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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33-4154 Gear, pinion - white - 1986-’87 XL (HD®#24058-86).........................................................................................................................$95.75

33-4228 Gear, pinion shaft OP drive - 1977-’87 XL (HD#26318-75) ..............................................................................................................$69.95

33-4254 Nut, pinion gear - 1977-’87 XL, 1986-up S&S XL .............................................................................................................................$19.95

33-4255 Retainer, pinion shaft nut - 1977-’87 XL, 1986-up S&S XL ................................................................................................................$2.25

33-5085 Cam set, 800, Pro Stock ..................................................................................................................................................................$749.95

33-5210 Washer, double cam thrust .062" - 1958-’90 XL, S&S  XL case (gear cover) (HD#25551-58) ........................................................$32.30

33-5309 Tappet guide set - SA - 1984-’99 BT................................................................................................................................................$169.95

33-5322 Tappet guide set, billet - 1984-’99 SA BT .......................................................................................................................................$329.95

33-5325 Tappet guide set, black - SA - 1984-’99 BT.....................................................................................................................................$199.95

33-5365 Tappet guide set - 1986-’90 cams - S&S XL.....................................................................................................................................$229.95

33-5369 Tappet guide set - 1991-2003 cams - S&S XL..................................................................................................................................$229.95

33-5379 Tappet guide set - special geometry - S&S PS XL...........................................................................................................................$229.95

33-5600 Set, tappet cover, billet, natural - TC .............................................................................................................................................$149.95

33-5601 Set, tappet cover, billet - TC............................................................................................................................................................$169.95

33-5607 Set, tappet cover, billet, natural - ‘99-up TC SA ............................................................................................................................$149.95

33-5608 Set, tappet cover, billet, ‘99-up TC SA ............................................................................................................................................$169.95

33-5610 Set, tappet cover, billet, ‘99-up TC SA ............................................................................................................................................$169.95

34-2023 Nut, crankpin (1.5" racing pin) - all..................................................................................................................................................$21.50

34-2104 Nut, crankpin - stock threads - 1981-up BT........................................................................................................................................$5.00

34-2160 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.25" diameter press-in - BT (32-2018) ................................................................................................$214.00

34-2161 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.25" + .001"  (Racing) .....................................................................................................................$214.00

34-2162 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.25" + .002"  (Racing) .....................................................................................................................$214.00

34-2170 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.5" diameter press-in - BT (32-2018) ..................................................................................................$286.75

34-2171 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.50" + .001"  (Racing) .....................................................................................................................$286.75

34-2173 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.50" + .003”  (Racing) .....................................................................................................................$286.75

34-2175 Crankpin, straight, hollow 1.5", std (press-in) TC, TCB BT..............................................................................................................$89.00

34-2180 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.5" diameter - BT (32-2018) ................................................................................................................$291.55

34-2181 Crankpin assembly, 1.501" diameter BT (32-2018) ........................................................................................................................$291.55

34-2509 Nut, crankpin (1.5" diameter CP 2670, 2680) - XL...........................................................................................................................$24.15

34-2660 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.25" diameter press-in - XL (32-3018) ................................................................................................$215.35

34-2661 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.25" + .001"  XL (Racing) ................................................................................................................$215.35

34-2670 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.5” diameter press-in - XL (32-3018) ..................................................................................................$286.75

34-2671 Crankpin assembly, press-in 1.50" + .001"  XL (Racing) ................................................................................................................$286.75

34-2680 Crankpin assembly - std., 1.5" diameter - XL (32-3018) ................................................................................................................$318.05

34-2681 Crankpin assembly, 1.501" diameter XL (32-3018) ........................................................................................................................$318.05

34-4011 Bearing set, rod - std., 1.50" crankpin, 1999-up TC, TCB BT...........................................................................................................$54.85

34-4014 Bearing set, rod - std., 1.50" crankpin PS.........................................................................................................................................$64.95

34-4020 Cage set, rod bearing - alloy, std. CP - 1941-up BT .........................................................................................................................$30.15

34-4021 Bearing set, rod - alloy, std. CP - 1941-up BT...................................................................................................................................$16.20

34-4042 Bearing set, rod - +.001" alloy, std. CP - 1941-up BT.......................................................................................................................$16.35

34-4501 Cage set, rod bearing - alloy, 1.5" CP - XL .....................................................................................................................................$128.70
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34-4520 Cage set, rod bearing - alloy, std. CP - 1954-up XL .........................................................................................................................$25.05

34-4521 Bearing set, rod - std. alloy, std. CP - 1954-up XL............................................................................................................................$16.35

34-4523 Bearing set, rod - std. alloy, 1.5" CP - XL .........................................................................................................................................$16.95

34-4524 Bearing set, rod - +.001" alloy, std. CP - 1954-up XL.......................................................................................................................$16.95

34-4526 Bearing set, rod - std. alloy, 1.5" + .001" CP - XL ............................................................................................................................$16.95

34-7203 Set, Supreme connecting rod - .892", IBC - 1941-’81 BT ...............................................................................................................$389.95

34-7211 Set, Supreme connecting rod - .892", IBC - 1981-’99 BT ...............................................................................................................$389.95

34-7217 Set, Supreme connecting rod - IBC - 7.440". .927" - 84-’99 BT.....................................................................................................$389.95

34-7220 Rod assembly, 8" billet aluminum, .990" WP, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS .............................................................................................$825.75

34-7221 Rod assembly, 8.5" billet aluminum, .990” WP, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS ..........................................................................................$825.75

34-7222 Rod assembly, 8" billet aluminum, .927” WP, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS .............................................................................................$825.75

34-7223 Rod assembly, 8.5" billet aluminum, .927" WP, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS ..........................................................................................$825.75

34-7224 Rod assembly, special order, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS .........................................................................................................................$925.75

34-7225 Rod assembly, 7.5" billet aluminum, .990" WP, 1.5" CP, SA BT/XL/PS ..........................................................................................$842.25

34-7911 Rod assembly, McClure connecting - 8", 1.5" CP - BT ...................................................................................................................$950.00

34-7913 Rod assembly, McClure connecting - 8", 1.5" CP - XL ...................................................................................................................$950.00

34-7914 Rod assembly, McClure connecting - 8", 1.25" CP - BT .................................................................................................................$950.00

34-7915 Rod assembly, McClure connecting - 8", 1.25" CP - XL .................................................................................................................$950.00

50-0063 Screw w/lockwasher, sltd. FH - 10-24 x 3/4" (bowl) - 10 pack...........................................................................................................$2.30

50-0064 Screw, sltd. RH - 6-32 x 1/4" (choke/throttle plate) - 10 pack...........................................................................................................$2.30

50-0145 Screw, SHC - 5/16-18 x 1" (HD®#2708A) - 10 pack..............................................................................................................................$5.30

50-0151 Screw, SHS - 5/16-24 x 1/4" (bowl vent) - 10 pack .............................................................................................................................$3.00

50-0155 Screw, HHC - 5/16-18 x 1’’ (HD#3987, 4017) (1965-’69 primary chain cover) - 10 pack ...................................................................$3.15

50-0160 Screw, SHC - 3/8-16 x 1 1/2" (base 1957-’85 XL).................................................................................................................................$1.00

50-0168 Screw, HHC - 3/8-16 x 1 1/4" (HD#4716W) .........................................................................................................................................$0.45

50-0169 Screw, SHC - 3/8-24 x 3" (head 4800, 4810) .......................................................................................................................................$1.20

50-0173 Screw, SHC - 7/16-14 x 1 1/2" (base 1936-’84 BT)...............................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0174 Screw, SHC - 7/16-14 x 1 3/4" (base) ...................................................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0177 Screw, SHC - 3/8-16 x 1 1/4" - 10 pack ................................................................................................................................................$7.45

50-0181 Screw, HHC - 7/16-20 x 2 1/4"..............................................................................................................................................................$1.30

50-0182 Screw, SHC - 7/16-20 x 1 1/4" - 5 pack ................................................................................................................................................$7.55

50-0183 Screw, HHC - 7/16-20 x 3" ...................................................................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0184 Screw, HHC - 7/16-20 x 3 3/4" .............................................................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0205 Screw, HHC - 1/2-20 x 2 1/4" ...............................................................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0206 Screw, HHC - 1/2-20 x 3" (SA head) ....................................................................................................................................................$3.05

50-0207 Screw, HHC - 1/2-20 x 3 3/4" (boring plate) .......................................................................................................................................$1.50

50-0211 Screw, HHC - 1/2-20 x 5" (SA head) ..................................................................................................................................................$11.35

50-0244 Screw, SHC - 1/4-20 x 1" (HD#852) (rocker cover) - 10 pack .............................................................................................................$4.70

50-1024 Shim, bob weight - 5.4g. - 5 pack.......................................................................................................................................................$4.95

50-1042 O-ring - 2 1/2”ID x 2 3/4"OD x 1/8"CS 70 Buna (2 1/4") - 10 pack .................................................................................................$21.95

50-1069 Tubing, Hardened Pushrod, 12" piece..............................................................................................................................................$18.70
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50-5024 Nut, DHH 12pt. - 5/16-24 .....................................................................................................................................................................$5.40

50-5038 Nut, DHH 12pt. - 3/8-24 .......................................................................................................................................................................$3.85

50-5046 Nut, DHH 12pt. - 7/16-20 .....................................................................................................................................................................$4.50

50-7051 Washer, flat - 3/8" x 13/16" x 1/16" (HD®#6019) (4055) ....................................................................................................................$0.25

50-7077 Washer, lock - 5/16" (HD#7041) - 10 pack ..........................................................................................................................................$2.30

50-7095 Washer, flat- 1/2" x 1" x .250" (head bolt) - 10 pack ......................................................................................................................$16.15

50-7161 Shim - .015" - 1984-up BT - 5 pack .....................................................................................................................................................$3.35

50-7162 Shim - .030" - 1984-up BT - 5 pack .....................................................................................................................................................$3.70

50-8036 O-ring - 4"ID x 4 1/8"OD x 1/16"CS Viton (head gasket) ..................................................................................................................$4.10

50-8047 O-ring - 2 5/8"ID x 2 7/8"OD x 1/8"CS Viton (HP head manifold)(#-251) ......................................................................................$14.90

50-8065 Viton string, black, .070" dia. x  36" length ....................................................................................................................................$15.70

50-8101 O-ring - 2"ID x 2 1/4"OD x 1/8"CS 70 Buna (1 7/8" exc. E) - 10 pack...............................................................................................$4.35

50-8105 Pin, dowel - 1/4" diameter X 1/2’’ (HD#358) - 5 pack........................................................................................................................$2.85

50-8151 Insert, thread conversion - 1/2-13 to 5/16-18 (BT/XL Evolution® cylinder head)..............................................................................$5.00

50-8329-2 Plug, drive, .7545" x .575", steel - 2 pack ..........................................................................................................................................$4.30

55-1037 MAP Sensor ........................................................................................................................................................................................$43.65

55-6001 Flange, exhaust pipe - SA 4 bolt - 1984-up BT.................................................................................................................................$10.25

55-6002 Pipe, flange - SA pipe mounting flange ............................................................................................................................................$8.00

55-6004 Flange, exhaust pipe - 2 bolt - SA HP...............................................................................................................................................$24.65

90-1120 Head set, cylinder, SA, VFI clearance - 4 1/8" Evolution BT .......................................................................................................$1,365.00

90-1121 Head set, cylinder, SA, VFI clearance - 4 1/8" TC BT ...................................................................................................................$1,365.00

90-1122 Head kit, cylinder, SA,  carb, 124" Evolution BT.........................................................................................................................$2,095.00

90-1123 Head kit, cylinder, SA,  VFI (MM), 124" Evolution BT.................................................................................................................$3,095.00

90-1124 Head kit, cylinder, SA,  carb, 124" TC BT.....................................................................................................................................$2,095.00

90-1125 Head kit, cylinder, SA,  VFI (MM), 124" TC BT ............................................................................................................................$3,095.00

90-1129 Head kit, cylinder, SA,  VFI (Delphi)), 124" TC BT.......................................................................................................................$3,095.00

90-1402 Head set, MM cylinder - SA B ................................................................................................................................................................Call

90-1404 Head set, SM cylinder - SA B..................................................................................................................................................................Call

90-1406 Head kit w/o springs, cylinder - Special Order SA B.............................................................................................................................Call

90-1450 Head set, MM cylinder - HP - SA S&S ....................................................................................................................................................Call

90-1452 Head kit w/o springs, cylinder - Special Order HP - SA S&S.................................................................................................................Call

90-1454 Head kit w springs, cylinder - Special Order HP - SA S&S ..........................................................................................................$4,170.00

90-2006 Seat, intake - 2.100" - SA - 1984-up BT ............................................................................................................................................$20.95

90-2007 Seat, exhaust - 1.750" - SA - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................................................................$57.95

90-2012 Valve, exhaust - 1.750" x +.284" - SA - 1984-up BT.........................................................................................................................$56.95

90-2013 Valve, intake - 2.100" x +.289" - SA - 1984-up BT ...........................................................................................................................$27.95

90-2023 Valve, intake - 2.450" - SA HP.........................................................................................................................................................$241.95

90-2024 Valve, exhaust - 1.900" - SA HP ......................................................................................................................................................$249.95

90-2033 Seal, valve guide - 11/32" - SA (90-2159) ...........................................................................................................................................$3.95

90-2079 Spring kit, valve - .660" lift, 5/16" valves - SA 1984-up BT ...........................................................................................................$199.95

90-2080 Spring kit, valve - .720" lift, 5/16" valves - SA 1984-up BT ...........................................................................................................$224.95
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90-2081 Spring kit, valve - .800" lift, 5/16" valves - SA 1984-up BT ...........................................................................................................$289.95

90-2082 Spring kit, valve - .800" lift, 11/32" valves - SA 1984-up BT .........................................................................................................$289.95

90-2090 Collar, bottom, .570" and .660............................................................................................................................................................$7.95

90-2123 Seat, intake - 2.450" - SA ..................................................................................................................................................................$89.95

90-2127 Valve, intake, 2.200" x 4.693" - S&S B2............................................................................................................................................$34.95

90-2128 Valve, exhaust, 1.800" x 4.722" - S&S B2 .........................................................................................................................................$49.95

90-2150 Spring set, valve - .660" lift - SA 1984-up BT .................................................................................................................................$104.95

90-2152 Spring set, valve - .800" lift - SA 1984-up BT .................................................................................................................................$224.95

90-2153 Keeper set, valve - 5/16" stem - SA 1984-up BT...............................................................................................................................$27.95

90-2154 Collar set, top - titanium .800" lift - SA 1984-up BT .....................................................................................................................$119.95

90-2155 Collar set, top - titanium .660"/.720" lift - SA 1984-up BT .............................................................................................................$99.95

90-2156 Keeper set, valve - 11/32" stem - SA 1984-up BT.............................................................................................................................$28.95

90-2158 Seal, valve guide - 1984-up BT  - 8 pack.............................................................................................................................................$9.65

90-2210 Guide, valve - std. I/E  - 1984-up BT....................................................................................................................................................$8.40

90-2211 Guide, valve - +.001" I/E  - 1984-up BT.............................................................................................................................................$13.95

90-2212 Guide, valve - +.002" I/E  - 1984-up BT.............................................................................................................................................$13.95

90-2213 Guide, valve - +.003" I/E  - 1984-up BT.............................................................................................................................................$13.95

90-2219 Guide, valve - +.030" I/E  - 1984-up BT.............................................................................................................................................$10.95

90-2220 Guide, valve - std. I/E  - SA 1984-up BT ............................................................................................................................................$19.95

90-2224 Guide, valve - std. I/E, 11/32" - SA ....................................................................................................................................................$22.95

90-2229 Guide, valve - +.030" I/E  - SA 1984-up BT .......................................................................................................................................$19.95

90-2488 Collar, bottom - .640" lift - 1984-up BT - 4 pack .............................................................................................................................$31.95

90-4006 Shaft, rocker arm - all Evolution® (HD®#17611-83) ............................................................................................................................$8.95

90-4021 Gasket, middle rocker cover - outer cork - 1991-2003 XL (HD#17353-89) .......................................................................................$4.95

90-4036 Shaft set, rocker arm - 1984-up BT ...................................................................................................................................................$29.95

90-4080 Kit, rocker cover - polished billet - 1984-’99 BT.............................................................................................................................$759.95

90-4098 Arm Assembly, Roller Rocker,PS, 1.75:1..........................................................................................................................................$519.95

90-4200 Arm set, rocker - special configuration ..........................................................................................................................................$519.95

91-4011 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 3 5/8"-3 13/16" bore ...........................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4013 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 4" bore.................................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4014 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 4 1/4"-4 3/8" bore ...............................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4015 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 4 1/2" bore ..........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4016 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 4.600" bore..........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4017 Cylinder set, finless, steel, racing - 4.800" bore..........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4018 Cylinder set, finned, aluminum, racing - 4.375...........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4019 Cylinder set, finned, aluminum, racing - 4.600".........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4020 Cylinder set, finned, aluminum, racing - 4.800".........................................................................................................................$1,999.95

91-4022 Cylinder set, finned, aluminum, racing - 5.000"-5.125" ............................................................................................................$1,999.95

92-1100 Piston set, 3 5/8" std. - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT................................................................................................$274.95

92-1101 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .010" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95

92-1102 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .020" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95
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92-1103 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .030" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95

92-1104 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .040" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95

92-1105 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .050" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95

92-1106 Piston set, 3 5/8" + .060" - 3 13/16" to 4 3/4" SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..........................................................................................$274.95

92-1565 Piston set, 4 1/8" std. x 4 1/8" -  dished - 2001-up 111" SSW+.....................................................................................................$339.95

92-1566 Piston set, 4 1/8" + .010" x 4 1/8” -  dished - 2001-up 111" SSW+...............................................................................................$339.95

92-1567 Piston set, 4 1/8” + .020" x 4 1/8” -  dished - 2001-up 111" SSW+...............................................................................................$339.95

92-1568 Piston set, 4 1/8" + .030" x 4 1/8" -  dished - 2001-up 111" SSW+...............................................................................................$339.95

92-1570 Piston set, 4 1/8" std. x 4 3/8" -  dished  - 2001-up 117" SSW+....................................................................................................$339.95

92-1571 Piston set, 4 1/8" + .010” x 4 3/8" -  dished  - 2001-up 117" SSW+..............................................................................................$339.95

92-1572 Piston set, 4 1/8” + .020" x 4 3/8” -  dished  - 2001-up 117" SSW+..............................................................................................$339.95

92-1573 Piston set, 4 1/8” + .030" x 4 3/8” -  dished  - 2001-up 117" SSW+..............................................................................................$339.95

92-1575 Piston set, 4 1/8” std. x 4 5/8" -  dished - 2001-up 124" SSW+.....................................................................................................$339.95

92-1576 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.010" x 4 5/8" -  dished - 2001-up 124" SSW+................................................................................................$339.95

92-1577 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.020" x 4 5/8" -  dished - 2001-up 124" SSW+................................................................................................$339.95

92-1578 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.030" x 4 5/8" -  dished - 2001-up 124" SSW+................................................................................................$339.95

92-1580 Piston set, 4 1/8" std. x 4 5/8" -  RD - B2 heads .............................................................................................................................$389.95

92-1581 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.010" x 4 5/8" -  RD - B2 heads ........................................................................................................................$389.95

92-1581 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.010" x 4 5/8" -  RD - B2 heads ........................................................................................................................$389.95

92-1582 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.020" x 4 5/8" -  RD - B2 heads ........................................................................................................................$389.95

92-1582 Piston set, 4 1/8" +.020" x 4 5/8" -  RD - B2 heads ........................................................................................................................$389.95

92-4810 Piston set, 4" std. - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT .........................................................................................$399.95

92-4811 Piston set, 4" + .010"  - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..................................................................................$399.95

92-4812 Piston set, 4" + .020"  - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..................................................................................$399.95

92-4813 Piston set, 4" + .030"  - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSFD LSF - 1984-up BT..................................................................................$399.95

92-4815 Piston set, 4"" std. - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSDF LSF - 1984-up BT .......................................................................................$399.95

92-4816 Piston set, 4" + .010" - .892"wp, 1.200"dk, 15+:1 SSDF LSF - 1984-up BT...................................................................................$399.95

92-4817 Piston set, 4" + .020" - .892"wp, 1.200""dk, 15+:1 SSDF LSF - 1984-up BT.................................................................................$399.95

92-4955 Piston set, 4.6" std. - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, +.400"UD LSF - SA.......................................................................................................$679.95

92-4957 Piston set, 4.6" +.025" - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, +.400"UD LSF - SA .................................................................................................$679.95

92-4960 Piston set, 4.790" std. - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, +.400"UD LSF - SA...................................................................................................$679.95

92-4961 Piston set, 4.790" + .010" - .990"wp, 1.200”dk, +.400"UD LSF - SA ............................................................................................$679.95

92-4962 Piston set, 4.790" std. - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, HPPS LSF - SA ..........................................................................................................$679.95

92-4963 Piston set, 4.790" +.010" - .990"wp, 1.200”dk, HPPS LSF - SA .....................................................................................................$679.95

92-4965 Piston set, 4.6" std. - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, SSPS LSF - SA ...............................................................................................................$679.95

92-4967 Piston set, 4.6" + .025" - .990"wp, 1.200"dk, SSPS LSF - SA .........................................................................................................$679.95

92-4973 Piston set, 4 3/8" std. - .927" wp, 1.200" dk + .400", UD dome, LSF ..........................................................................................$344.85

92-4974 Piston set, 4 3/8" +.010" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk + .400", UD dome, LSF .....................................................................................$344.95

92-4975 Piston set, 4 3/8" +.020" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk + .400", UD dome, LSF .....................................................................................$344.95

92-4980 Piston set, 4 3/8" std. - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, SA dome, LSF ........................................................................................................$439.95

92-4981 Piston set, 4 3/8" + .010" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, SA dome, LSF ..................................................................................................$439.95
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92-4982 Piston set, 4 3/8" + .020" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, SA dome, LSF ..................................................................................................$439.95

92-4985 Piston set, 4 3/8" std. - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, DF dome, LSF ........................................................................................................$479.95

92-4986 Piston set, 4 3/8" +.010" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, DF dome, LSF ...................................................................................................$439.95

92-4987 Piston set, 4 3/8" +.020" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, DF dome, LSF ...................................................................................................$439.95

92-4990 Piston set, 4 3/8" std. - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, flat dome, LSF .......................................................................................................$439.95

92-4991 Piston set, 4 3/8" + .010" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, flat dome, LSF .................................................................................................$439.95

92-4992 Piston set, 4 3/8" + .020" - .927" wp, 1.200" dk, flat dome, LSF .................................................................................................$439.95

93-1030 Gasket, head - 4" x .045", copper - 1984-up BT ................................................................................................................................$9.35

93-1061 Gasket, head - 3 7/16"/3 1/2" x .032" copper - 1966-’84 BT - 10 pack ...........................................................................................$79.10

93-1062 Gasket, head - 3 5/8" x .032" copper - 1966-’84 BT - 10 pack ........................................................................................................$79.10

93-1081 Gasket, head, 4 3/8" - copper - 2 pack .............................................................................................................................................$19.95

93-1100 Gasket, head - 3 5/8" x .045" copper - 1984-’99 BT ..........................................................................................................................$9.95

93-2102 Plate, copper shim - .020" x 6" x 6" 16oz. 2 pcs. (obs) .....................................................................................................................$6.85

93-4013 Keeper, pushrod cover - 3.625" ..........................................................................................................................................................$4.75

93-4039 Cover assembly, pushrod - 1984-up BT, 1986-’90 XL - 4 pack ......................................................................................................$119.95

93-4059 Mount, isolator to head, stock engine height  - 1996-2002 Buell................................................................................................$321.45

93-4060 Mount, isolator to head, S&S 100" engine height  - 1996-2002 Buell.........................................................................................$321.45

93-4061 Mount, isolator to head, special order - 1996-2002 Buell ............................................................................................................$321.45

93-4062 Mount, top motor, slotted steel - 1996-2002 Buell .........................................................................................................................$83.65

93-4802 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 3 7/16"/3 1/2"  ...........................................................................................................................................$110.00

93-4805 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 4" ................................................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4806 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 4 1/4"-4 3/8"...............................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4807 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 4.600" .........................................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4808 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 4.800" .........................................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4809 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 4 1/2" ..........................................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4810 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 5” - 5 1/4"...................................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-4852 Sleeve, steel cylinder - 3 5/8"-3 13/16"...........................................................................................................................................$140.00

93-5026 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-’84 BT ....................................................................................................$89.95

93-5027 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1948-’65 BT ....................................................................................................$89.95

93-5028 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1948-’65 BT ...............................................................................$99.95

93-5035 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order alloy - 1957-’85 XL....................................................................................................$89.95

93-5036 Pushrod set, adjustable - Special Order steel - 1986-up XL ..........................................................................................................$119.95

93-5045 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1936-’47 BT ..................................................................................................$119.95

93-5062 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-’84 BT ...............................................................................$99.95

93-5063 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-’84 BT .....................................................................................$129.95

93-5071 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-’84 BT .............................................................................$119.95

93-5073 Pushrod set,  adjustable - Special Order steel - 1984-up BT .........................................................................................................$119.95

93-5077 End, PR - .375" ball x 7/16" steel - 1936-up BT, 1986-up XL .............................................................................................................$2.05

93-5092 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1953-’65 BT .............................................................................$119.95

93-5101 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - (Special Order) - Hardened steel - Racing......................................................................................$80.40

93-5115 Pushrod set, adjustable - (Special Order) - Hardened steel - 1999-up TC ....................................................................................$109.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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93-5116 Pushrod set, adjustable - (Special Order) - Hardened steel - 1984-’99 BT ...................................................................................$109.95

93-5117 Pushrod set, adjustable - (Special Order) - Hardened steel - 1986-up XL ....................................................................................$109.95

94-1210X Ring set, 3 5/8" std.............................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1211X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .010" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1212X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .020" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1213X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .030" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1214X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .040" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1215X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .050" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1216X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .060" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1217X Ring set, 3 5/8" + .070" .....................................................................................................................................................................$26.10

94-1400X Ring set, piston - 4 1/8" std. - 2001-up SSW+ ..................................................................................................................................$33.50

94-1401X Ring set, piston - 4 1/8" +.010" - 2001-up SSW+ ............................................................................................................................$33.50

94-1402X Ring set, piston - 4 1/8" +.020" - 2001-up SSW+ ............................................................................................................................$33.50

94-1403X Ring set, piston - 4 1/8" +.030" - 2001-up SSW+ ............................................................................................................................$33.50

94-2200X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" std. to +.090”...........................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2201X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.010".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2202X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16” +.020".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2203X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.030".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2204X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.040".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2205X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.050”.......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2206X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16” +.060".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2207X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.070".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2208X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.080".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-2209X Ring set, piston - 3 7/16" +.090".......................................................................................................................................................$27.20

94-22165X Ring set, piston - 3 1/2" +.005".........................................................................................................................................................$27.10

94-2216X Ring set, piston - 3 1/2" std. ..............................................................................................................................................................$27.10

94-2217X Ring set, piston - 3 1/2" +.010".........................................................................................................................................................$27.10

94-2218X Ring set, piston - 3 1/2" +.020".........................................................................................................................................................$27.10

94-2219X Ring set, piston - 3 1/2" +.030".........................................................................................................................................................$27.10

94-4240X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" std. - moly top ring ...............................................................................................................................$82.95

94-4241X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.010" - moly top ring ..........................................................................................................................$82.95

94-4242X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.020" - moly top ring ..........................................................................................................................$82.95

94-4243X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.030" - moly top ring ..........................................................................................................................$82.95

94-4250X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" std. - stainless top ring........................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4251X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.010" - stainless top ring...................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4252X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.020" - stainless top ring...................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4253X Ring set, piston - 3 13/16" +.030" - stainless top ring...................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4260X Ring set, piston - 4" std. ..................................................................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4262X Ring set, piston - 4" +.020".............................................................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4263X Ring set, piston - 4" +.030”.............................................................................................................................................................$119.95

94-4275X Ring set, pist. - 4.6" std. ..................................................................................................................................................................$129.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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94-4277X Ring set, pist. - 4.6" +.025" .............................................................................................................................................................$129.95

94-4281X Ring set, pist. - 4.8" +.010" .............................................................................................................................................................$144.95

94-4285X Ring set, piston - 4 3/8" std. ..............................................................................................................................................................$38.95

94-4286X Ring set, piston - 4 3/8" + .010"........................................................................................................................................................$38.95

94-4287X Ring set, piston - 4 3/8" + .020"........................................................................................................................................................$38.95

94-9251 Button, wristpin - .791"OD x .314" teflon - 4 pack...........................................................................................................................$7.80

94-9252 Button, wristpin - .791"OD x .339" teflon - 4 pack...........................................................................................................................$7.80

94-9253 Clip, wristpin - .791"OD spiraloc - 4 pack ..........................................................................................................................................$0.60

94-9254 Clip, wristpin - .791"OD C - 4 pack .....................................................................................................................................................$1.00

94-9256 Wristpin,  - .792"OD x 2.825" C clip, button......................................................................................................................................$8.55

94-9258 Button, wristpin - .791"OD x .407" teflon - 4 pack...........................................................................................................................$8.60

94-9259 Button, wristpin - .791"OD x .427" teflon - 4 pack...........................................................................................................................$8.60

94-9260 Wristpin,  - .892"OD, tapered ID  x 2.950" spiraloc, button...........................................................................................................$32.90

94-9261 Wristpin,  - .893"OD, tapered ID  x 2.950” spiraloc, button...........................................................................................................$27.55

94-9262 Wristpin,  - .894”OD, tapered ID  x 2.950" spiraloc, button...........................................................................................................$28.40

94-9263 Clip, wristpin - .892"OD spiraloc - 4 pack ..........................................................................................................................................$4.40

94-9268 Button, wristpin - .892"OD x .416" teflon - 4 pack.........................................................................................................................$15.80

94-9269 Wristpin,  - .791"OD, tapered ID x 2.795" spiraloc, button............................................................................................................$22.10

94-9270 Wristpin,  - .792"OD, tapered ID x 2.795" spiraloc, button............................................................................................................$22.10

94-9271 Wristpin,  - .793"OD, tapered ID x 2.795" spiraloc, button............................................................................................................$22.10

94-9275 Pin, wrist - .990"OD x 2.930" spiraloc, button.................................................................................................................................$45.10

94-9276 Clip, wrist pin - .990"OD spiraloc ......................................................................................................................................................$2.35

94-9277 Wristpin - .927"OD x 2.825" C clip, button......................................................................................................................................$10.55

94-9278 Clip, wristpin - .927"OD C ...................................................................................................................................................................$0.45

94-9279 Pin, wrist - .927"OD x 2.950" spiraloc ..............................................................................................................................................$49.95

94-9280 Clip, wristpin - 1.013"OD spiraloc.......................................................................................................................................................$2.35

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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HERE'S HOW YOU CAN JOIN SOME FAST COMPANY.

■■ First, go fast -- after breaking in your engine according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

■■ Next, provide the documentation listed below.

■■ Then, toss everything in an envelope and send it to S&S®.

■■ We’ll send you an official 11-Second club patch for your leathers or denims, a
certificate authorizing braggin' rights, and a free club t-shirt.

HERE'S WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU:
1. Proof that your street-ridden motorcycle (D.O.T. tires, full charging system, no wheelie bars or air shifts) equipped

with one of our carburetors and, hopefully, numerous other S&S products, has turned an 11.99 or quicker quarter-
mile time.  We’ll need an official timing slip from a sanctioned dragstrip dated after June 1, 1997 and signed by the
timekeeper.  (A good photocopy will do.)  We don’t care if you trailer the bike to the track, so long as it sees more
action on the street than off.

2. A photograph of yourself, anyone else you’d care to include, and the motorcycle.  Action shots are preferred if sharp
and clear, but the carburetor MUST be in plain view.

3. A signed copy of this statement: 

I do hereby attest that I have fulfilled all membership requirements of the S&S Cycle 11-Second Club as outlined
above and that my motorcycle is fully licensed for use on all city, state and federal highways.  I also attest that
starting is self-contained or by kickstart, requiring no external mechanical devices, and that this motorcycle is
ridden more often on the street than the racetrack.  I understand that some risk to rider and equipment is present
in all forms of motorcycle racing and do hereby accept all risks and liabilities associated therewith.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,      ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,      ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Please include a few words about yourself and your motorcycle.  Include the model and year, a list of engine and frame
modifications, displacement, compression ratio, type of exhaust, and tire brand.  Be sure to mention any S&S products used!

Signature Date T-Shirt Size

Submitted materials may be used for promotional purposes.  
Members will receive a certificate, club patch, and t-shirt, but no payment or other considerations.

Send inquiries and membership applications to: 11-Second Club, Attention: Carla Langyel
S&S Cycle, Inc.   •   235 Causeway Blvd.  •   La Crosse, Wisconsin 54603  USA

Please allow 4 weeks for processing.

Please tell us a little about yourself and your motorcycle.  Included the model and year, a list of all engine and frame
modifications, the type of exhaust, and tire brand and model.   Be sure to mention all S&S products used!



CONTINUING IN THE SPIRIT OF THE 11-SECOND CLUB...
The 10-Second Club is for registered and licensed street motorcycles with S&S
carbs.  No wheelie bars are permitted.  D.O.T. tires, full charging systems, lighting,
and self-contained starters are required.  Any chassis or engine modifications com-
patible with legitimate street-use are permitted.  Mufflers are between you and
the authorities, but the motorcycle must be street-ridden on a regular basis.

HERE’S WHAT WE NEED TO WELCOME YOU IN:
1. Proof that your street-ridden motorcycle is equipped with one of our carburetors and, hopefully, other S&S prod-

ucts as well, has turned a 10.999 or quicker quarter mile.  Send either the original or a good photocopy of an offi-
cial timing slip from a sanctioned dragstrip; it must be dated after 01/01/99 and signed by the timekeeper.  The reg-
istered owner must ride the motorcycle for the qualifying pass.

2. Your t-shirt size and a photograph of yourself and the motorcycle.  The carburetor must be in plain view.

3. A signed and dated copy of the statement below.

Send inquiries and membership applications to: 10-Second Club, Attention: Carla Langyel
S&S Cycle, Inc.   •   235 Causeway Blvd.  •   La Crosse, Wisconsin 54603  USA

Please allow 4 weeks for processing.

Submitted materials may be used for promotional purposes.  
Members will receive a certificate, club patch, and t-shirt, but no payment or other considerations.

I do hereby attest that I have fulfilled all membership requirements of the S&S Cycle 10-Second Club as outlined
above and that my motorcycle is fully licensed for use on all city, state and federal highways.  I also attest that start-
ing is self-contained or by kickstart, requiring no external mechanical devices, and that this motorcycle is ridden
more often on the street than the racetrack.  I understand that some risk to rider and equipment is present in all
forms of motorcycle racing and do hereby accept all risks and liabilities associated therewith.

____________________________________      ___________________      _________________

Please include a few words about yourself and your motorcycle.  Include the model and year, a list of engine and frame mod-
ifications, displacement, compression ratio, type of exhuast, and tire brand.  Be sure to mention any S&S products used!

Signature Date T-Shirt Size

Please tell us a little about yourself and your motorcycle.  Included the model and year, a list of all engine and frame
modifications, the type of exhaust, and tire brand and model.   Be sure to mention all S&S products used!

S&S® 10 & 11-Second  Clubs
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